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The Nature of the Evidence 
Our main sources of evidence for reconstructing ancient history and 
topography are documentary and archaeological. Unfortunately, a perfect 
combination of these is not available, and consequently it is impossible 
to create a detailed and accurate picture of Pisidia during Antiquity. 
The Hellenistic and, more especially, the Roman periods are reasonably 
well illustrated by both archaeological and documentary sources, but 
reconstruction of the history and settlement patterns of later Antiquity 
is beset by, many problems. 
Documentary evidence pertaining specifically to Pisidia is not prolific 
for any period of history. For Hellenistic and Roman history and topo- 
graphy, the ancient historians and geographers provide a certain amount 
of information, but the accuracy of their accounts and descriptions is 
sometimes questionable. One must be cautious when dealing with histor- 
ians who are narrating events which took place long before their time, 
even though they might be using original sources, and with geographers 
who are not personally acquainted with the regions they are describing. 
For instance, Strabo, writing in the 1st century AD, uses Artemidorus, 
of the preceeding century, as his primary source and combines this 
with more up-to-date information. The same applies to Pliny, much of 
whose source material was compiled under Agrippa some 90 years before 
his time, and refreshed by more recent knowledge. Few writers had 
first hand acquaintance with Pisidian topography, a fact which is 
well illustrated by Ptolemy whose mistakes were probably further 
compounded by later scribal errors. In addition, there was a. tendency 
to regard the provinces as barbaric and uncivilised, and although there 
was some truth in this view, descriptions of political, social and 
economic affairs might not always have accorded with reality. 
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Nevertheless, these sources, when used in conjunction with each other 
and with the archaeological evidence, add greatly to our knowledge of 
settlement and topography, and of social, economic and political history. 
One might expect that once Rome and Italy ceased to be the sole focal 
point of the ancient world those districts which. had thus far been 
regarded as 'the provinces' would merit greater attention in historical 
and geographical literature. This, however, was not the case. The age 
of the, geographers and historians dies out and documentary sources, at 
least those which survive, are for the most part of a different nature 
during the late Roman and early Byzantine periods., The majority of 
documentation compiled during later Antiquity relates to ecclesiastical 
matters. There do exist sources, such as the Theodosian Code, the 
edicts of Justinian, and Procopius, which deal with topics of a secular 
nature, but the light these shed on provincial developments is some- 
what limited and very general, as their main interest focuses on Imperial 
policies and the affairs of Constantinople. 
Ecclesiastical documents such as the Notitiae Episcopatuum and the 
Council lists provide little other than information regarding the con- 
tinued existence of settlements, the emergence of new names and the 
relative status of bishoprics, but very little can be gleaned about 
provincial activity from such sources. The lists might give an indi- 
cation of the hierarchy of settlements, but one must be aware that this 
is in ecclesiastical terms; without additional evidence there is little 
certainty that if a settlement was a bishopric it was of any particular 
size or prosperity. 
In this last respect, one has to be even more careful when using 
Hierocles as a source of evidence for settlement status. Although some 
of Hierocles' sources were no doubt official, his Synecdemus was pro- 
bably a geographical guide rather than an administrative or ecclesiastical 
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list, The original would no doubt have included additional material 
of a descriptive nature, omitted by later copyists who preserved only 
the names of settlements. Thus, although the surviving Synecdemus is 
presented in a form similar to the ecclesiastical lists, it should not 
be treated as such. As it was probably founded on a geographical basis 
rather than a hierarchical one there is certainly a case for using 
Hierocles' order as an indication of the relative location of settle- 
ments, but with caution, since it can%be shown-that his list is not 
consistently geographically ordered. Moreover, although Hierocles was 
writing under Justinian, it is likely that he was referring to source 
material dating back to Theodosius II and updating this information 
with more contemporary developments from the age of Justinian, with 
the result that the final composition was probably not entirely contem- 
porary. 
A kind of ecclesiastical literature which emerges during later Antiquity 
is in the form of saints' lives and the writings of the Church fathers 
which, naturally, are primarily concerned with spiritual matters. The 
fathers make occasional reference to historical events, but these are 
for the most part focused around the more important religious centres 
such asConstantinople, Ephesus, Antioch on the Orontes and Alexandria, 
and seldom do the affairs of the provinces feature in their writings. 
Of course, religious controversies would have embraced the whole of the 
Christian world to some degree, but the bearing of this on everyday 
provincial life is difficult to evaluate, Saints' lives are more inclined 
to refer to provincial affairs as, unlike the church fathers, the saint's 
operational base was usually provincial and his interest in the lower 
classes and socialmattefSwas oo supreme importance. However, there is, 
unfortunately, a dearth of Lives of saints from Pisidia and the surrounding 
territory, and so very little can be learned specifically about this 
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region from this type of source, 
During the later Byzantine period the historians and chroniclers return. 
From their works something can be learned of the survival of settlements 
from early Antiquity, the planting of fortresses in response to external 
threats and pressures, the use of more anciently established road 
systems. Most of the subject matter of the later Byzantine historians 
pertains to military affairs, and these were centred mainly around the 
frontiers and the capital. The importance of Iconium, however, as the 
Seljuk centre of operations brought central Anatolia and the eastern 
environs of Pisidia into closer focus, and the accounts of the Crusades 
in particular shed some light on northern Pisidian topography. 
Additional sources of relevance are the Arab geographers whose detailed 
accounts of the 8th century troubles are of great interest to any study 
of events which might influence change. Two cautions to bear in mind 
when dealing with the Arab sources are a possible tendency to exaggerate 
in favour of the deeds and success of the Arab invaders, and topographical 
errors caused by second-hand information and unfamiliarity with the 
invaded territory. 
A combination of the two is ideal, but perhaps archaeological studies 
are more fruitful than purely documentary, particularly for the under- 
standing of settlement patterns. Ancient remains are reasonably abundant 
but, again, the archaeological record is sadly incomplete and reconstruc- 
tion of the past from archaeological remains is fraught with complications. 
In comparison with other parts of the ancient world, such as Greece, Italy 
and Britain, very little archaeological research has been carried out 
in Turkey, and that has been concentrated on the larger and better 
known sites such as Ephesus, Pergamum and Miletus on the west coast, and 
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Perge, Side and Anemurium on the south coast. Of the other regions 
of Asia Minor, Pisidia is one of the lesser known in archaeological 
terms. Controlled excavation has been minimal, and those excavations 
which have taken place leave much to be desired. Antiocheia, for 
instance, was excavated during the 1920s, and fairly thoroughly for 
the standards of the day, but many questions remained unanswered, some 
of which it was not even possible to pose since more recently discovered 
knowledge was not then available. Another example is Cremna, where 
excavations were carried out in the 1970s. It is true that the principal 
aim of the excavation programme was to examine a particular building, 
Lanckorbnski's 'Q', substantial but unidentified, and the excavation 
was successful in the respect that documentation of-the contents of the 
building were remarkably comprehensive. The building, however, was 
identified as a library. The recent survey of the site has revealed 
that it was in fact a bath building. Many additional observations have 
been made, not only on the bath building, but also on the site as a 
whole. 
Intensive survey work, however, has been limited. Lanckoronski et al. 
produced two large volumes as a result of a survey of some of the major 
sites of Pamphylia and Pisidia towards the end of the last century 
which recorded in minute detail much of'the architecture of these sites, 
and are particularly valuable for their description of monuments which 
have since deteriorated and architectural fragments which have since 
disappeared. The regent surveys of Antiocheia, Cremna and Sagalassus 
have filled many gaps in our knowledge of these sites, and answered 
some of the questions which were left hanging or unasked following 
earlier investigations. 
There is. yet hope that further surveys will provide additional enlighten- 
. u-ment, and there must be a wealth of material 
below ground which might in the 
--,. ý. ý. 
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future be revealed by excavation, However, as a comparison of the 
accounts of the travellers of the past two centuries and present day 
reports shows, the archaeological remains of many sites are less 
complete today than they were in the past. Robbing of ancient sites 
for building materials has been the major offender; although these 
materials can sometimes be identified or retrieved, not always is the 
provenance known, and too frequently have the more substantial building 
blocks been used for foundations or lower courses of more modern 
structures, thereby escaping recognition. Fortunately, the practices 
of illicit excavation and robbing have been reduced by the posting of 
site custodians. 
The value of the travellers cannot be over-emphasised. So many of the 
monuments and inscriptions recored by them have since deteriorated or 
disappeared. However, one must be careful when using their accounts. 
Not all of the travellers were primarily archaeologists, classicists or 
epigraphists, and general knowledge about antiquities was much less 
informed in the past than it is today. Fellows, for example, was a 
geologist, and that archaeology was not his forte is clear from his 
description of the remains at Sagalassus which, according to him, were 
wholly Greek, there being no trace of either Roman or Christian. One 
must also be wary of reading too much into very brief references. 
Sterrett, for instance, occasionally mentions nothing more than an 
'ancient site', with neither detail nor indication of date, and as he 
tended to record not only classical remains in his works but also old 
Turkish villages, without further information it is uncertain to what 
period the ancient site belongs. Similar precautions must be taken 
when dealing with antiquities reported to travellers by local inhabitants. 
Such second-hand information is unreliable, The most common second- 
hand reports are of 'kale's, or castles. It seems that the term 'kale' 
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is fairly elastic and applicable to any natural or man-made feature, 
usually on some hill or mountain top. This presents difficult access, 
with the result that seldom have reported 'kale's been visited by 
archaeologists. Investigation might reveal anything from an unusual 
rock formation to a native Pisidian fortress, a Roman garrison post 
or a Byzantine castle. Two examples will suffice to illustrate the 
dangers inherent in accepting such reports at face value. Arundell 
was told of a castle on the summit of a hill near Dinar which, on 
investigation, turned out to be an early Christian church (1834 I: 190-1). 
Reports were also made to Arundell of 'another' castle, i. e. second to 
the Seljuk fortress at Egridir, on the summit of the large mountain 
behind the town (1834 I: 335). This must be the site which is now 
generally accepted to be that of Prostanna, 'obviously not a castle in 
that sense at all. The only value that can be given to reported remains 
is that the information is available and provides the opportunity for 
any enterprising traveller or archaeologist to investigate at first-hand. 
One of the reasons for Bean's identification of Cormasa with the site 
near Egnes was that this site was obviously important on account of 
pottery and building stones spread over an area of almost a mile. Yet 
he identifies the site at Orenler with Tymbrianassus, known from 
inscriptions at Düver to have been no more than aKWr7; the site at 
Örenler is represented by building stones spread over one kilometre. 
This somewhat invalidates one of the arguments for an identification of 
Eines with Cormasa... The remains at the sites of both Hyia and Sia are 
described as impressive, yet without the epigraphic evidence which 
suggests that these sites are to be identified with Hyia and Sia, neither 
of which is known to have been of higher status than demos, it might 
have been presumed that the ruins were of hitherto unlocated cities, 
perhaps such as Codrula or Panemoteichus. Of course, some of the 
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unsupported settlement identifications may indeed be correct, but it 
is imperative to be aware of alternatives and not to take unqualified 
evidence as conclusive. 
There are a number of problems specifically related to the nature of 
the archaeological evidence. It is not merely a failing of the travellers 
themselves, in that they tended to record only the more impressive and 
substantial public buildings, but that the more solid structure of the 
public buildings aided their survival. Domestic construction was gen- 
erally less substantial; the use of timber resulted in rapid deterioration 
and easy demolition, and often little other than ground plans remain, if 
that. The presence of houses and water systems will usually only be 
revealed by excavation. Likewise, on a larger scale, it is chiefly 
the city sites and large settlements which have left traces. Villages, 
farms, isolated villas and the like have left few indications of their 
former existence. It cannot be argued that rural settlements were few 
and far between because we know from the number of ethnics recorded by 
the Tekmoreian inscriptions that there were countless non-city settlements 
in the district with the sanctuary of Men as its nucleus, so many of 
which have not been identified. It may be that the evidence is completely 
untraceable, but it is clear that identification of rural settlements, 
farms, villas and field systems will only be made by excavation and 
intensive field walking. The absence of a pottery chronology for the 
interior of Asia Minor has already been mentioned in the Introduction. 
In addition to furnishing general information about economic issues, 
pottery studies would be especially important in establishing occupation 
periods for those sites which are represented by little other than a 
spread of sherds. 
Dating is crucial in the understanding of ancient chronology and occupation 
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periods. Too often it is impossible to attribute an accurate date 
to monuments of late Antiquity. Hellenistic and Roman structures can 
frequently be dated on stylistic grounds alone as they belong to a 
time when building techniques followed fairly fixed trends. So many 
Hellenistic and Roman monuments have been accurately dated by epigraphic 
or documentary evidence that other constructions belonging to these 
same periods can be closely dated by comparison alone. Unfortunately, 
monuments belonging to the later centuries of Antiquity cannot be dated 
with similar ease. The later practice of reusing material from earlier 
structures meant that there was seldom uniformity of materials or 
technique representative of a particular period., Confirmative epigraphic 
or documentary evidence is not often forthcoming. Inscriptions as a 
whole tended to be less informative during late Antiquity, and as with 
basic construction of buildings, extremely difficult to date on stylistic 
grounds alone. Almost the only Byzantine buildings for which dates can 
be proposed confidently are churches or basilicas, since, ecclesiastical 
architecture did follow definite traditions and decorative devices have 
been studied in some depth, thus providing dated examples for comparison. 
However, not always do the significant blocks remain in situ, and very 
often the remainsoFa church are naked of decorative architecture. Even 
when the decoration does survive and can be dated, unless there are 
sufficient grounds to suggest otherwise, it must not be taken as proof 
that the basic structure of the church is contemporary with the decora- 
tion. It may be that the decorative work was added or renewed at some 
date later than construction of the church itself, or that already 
existing friezework, for example, from an earlier building was used 
to ornament a newly constructed church, 
The gazeteer that follows is not totally comprehensive. Limits had to 
be drawn somewhere, with the result that certain relevant sites have 
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been omitted, The northern and eastern limits are geographical. The 
area covered by the gazeteer is defined by the Sultan Daglari and its 
southeastern continuation. Sites on the northwestern shore of Lake 
Burdur have been described. It is in the south, where the Taurus 
mountains extend directly to the Lycian coast and Pamphylian plain, 
where an artificial line has been drawn south of Ariassus, Pednelissus 
and Selge. Thus, Isinda, Termessus and Eudocias, to the southwest, 
and Etenna, Cotenna and Erymna, to the southeast, escape description. 
Detailed accounts of the largest and the most important of these sites, 
Termessus, have been given by Lanckoronski (1890/2 II: 23-81), Heberdey 
(1929: passim) and Bean (Princeton 896; 1979: 93-109). References 
are neither exhaustive nor consistently compiled. For those settlements 
which have been well-documented already, there has been an attempt to 
restrict references to archaeological descriptions. Much valuable 
information on the epigraphy can be found in the Roberts' Bulletin 
e pigraphique series, and additional references are given by Pauly- 
Wissowa. 
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ADADA 
Near village of Karadiken (formerly Karabaulo), north of Sütgüler 
(formerly Baulo). The site was first discovered by Schönborn who 
identified it as Pednelissus (Ritter 1859 II: 572), and later by 
Sterrett who wrongly interpreted an inscription found at the site 
(1888b: 299 no. 420) to mean that the site could not be Adada. His 
mistake was corrected by Hirschfeld (1888: 587f. ). 
The earliest occupation of the site was in a flat area between low 
hills where there are the remains of a number of public buildings 
including a small theatre, temples to the Imperial Cult, and a two- 
storeyed public hall or gerousia; an extensive housing area lies to 
the west and south of these buildings. Below the Hellenistic acropolis, 
walled with polygonal masonry, is a paved late Roman forum with deep 
cisterns below the pavement; steps lead from the forum to the acropolis. 
To the southeast of this area is a defile between higher hills containing 
a number of delapidated and mostly unidentifiable structures ofa later 
date, including a small Byzantine church. An ancient road paved with 
massive slabs runs through the site. 
Plates 34-35,65. 
Coinage: ist century BC, Domitian to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2; Ptolemy V 5,8; Hierocles 674,4; Notitiae I 424, III 377, 
VII 203, VIII 479, IX 387, X 491, XIII 341; Councils AD 381,451,692, 
787,869,879. 
Tekmoreian inscriptions: Sterrett 1888b: 373.46; 374.44. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ritter 1859 II: 569-76; Sterrett 1888b: 281-308 and nos. 402-351; 
Hirschfeld 1888: 587-90; Ramsay and Hogarth 1890: 136; Ramsay 1890a: 
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399,408; PW I1 (1893) 339-40 (Hirschfeld); B MC Lycia cxvii-cxviii; 
HN2 705; Ramsay 1920: 103; Ramsay 1926a: 102; Ramsay 1929/30b: 255; 
Broughton 1938: 789; Magie 1950: 264,458; Gams 1957: 451; Princeton 7 
(Bean); Aulock 1977: 20-22; Price 1984: 269; CIG III 4379b-1; IGRR III 
364-77; Jones 1971: 132,144. 
AGRAI 
At or near Atabey (formerly Agras). Hirschfeld first recognised that 
the ancient name had survived in the former modern name (1879: 314). 
The precise site is unknown. It was possibly at Islam, between Atabey 
and Bayat, where Rott noted that the village mosque was constructed on 
the foundations and from the masonry of a Byzantine church. Alterna- 
tively this may have been an outlying church of Seleuceia Sidera. 
Some of the inscriptions and fragments in Atabey and Islam may be 
attributed to Agrai. Agrai formed a joint bishopric with Seleuceia 
Sidera in the later Byzantine period. 
Anc. Refs: 
Notitiae X 490, XIII 340; ? Council AD 869. 
Mod. Refs: 
Hirschfeld 1878: 303; Hirschfeld 1879: 314-5; Sterrett 1888b: 335 and 
nos, 468-71; Ramsay 1890a: 406; Ramsay 1902/3: 264; PW Suppl. I (1903) 
31 (Ruge); Rott 1908: 12-13; Ramsay 1929/30b: 240; Broughton 1938: 
789; IGRR III 327. 
ALASTUS 
Obscure place mentioned only in two inscriptions, both found at Karamanli, 
north of Tefenni. An inscription found at Gavur Ören, near Karacaören, 
records the sculptor Comon Alastus, possibly an ethnic. Alastus must 
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have been situated somewhere in the Lysis valley between Tefenni and 
Burdur, but there is no evidence for Ramsay's identification with 
Alierus (1890a: 426) or with Palaiopolis (1895/7: 309). 
Mod. Refs: 
Collignon 1878: 262; Ramsay 1888a: 19; Sterrett 1888a: 111 no. 78; 
Ramsay 1890a: 173,398,426; PW I1 (1893) 1293 (Hirschfeld); Ramsay 
1895/7: 307-309 and nos. 114-5,321,339 and no. 189; PW Suppl. I (1903) 
50 (Ruge); Robert 1950: 40-41; Bean 1954: 470-3 and no. 3; Bean 1959: 
103,112; CIG III 4366x; IGRR IV 894-7. 
ALIERUS 
An obscure place recorded as a joint bishopric with Palaiopolis in the 
later Notitiae. Location unknown. Presumably the site was not far 
from Palaiopolis, which has not been located, but there is no foundation 
for Ramsay's identification of Palaiopolis at Akören and Alierus at 
Akcaören (1888a: 19), or of Alierus with Alastus (1890a: 426). 
Anc. Refs: 
Notitiae III 408, X 511, XIII 361. 
Mod. Refs: 
Reinach 1887: 92; Ramsay 1888a: 19: Ramsay 1890a: 426; PW 12 (1894) 
1480 (Hirschfeld). 
ALTADA 
Location unknown. Name known only from an inscription of the early 
3rd century AD, found at ýarkikaraagaq, which commemorates a citizen 
of Altada who was a member of the council of the Tetrapolis, suggesting 
that Altada is to be located in the Cillanian plain. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1883a: 75 no. 3; Sterrett 1888a: 183 no. 185; Calder 1932: 453 
no. 3; MAMA VIII 62 no. 349; Jones 1971: 140. 
AMBLADA 
Site on Asar Daki, a small hillock which rises out of the plain north 
of Yenice. Identified by Jüthner et al. on epigraphic evidence. 
Sterrett observed ruins and foundations of substantial buildings covering 
the hilltop-and the east and south slopes. All that is visible today 
are sections of fairly solid walls of regular well-cut blocks, possibly 
representing a city wall, on the south slope, and rock cuttings and the 
remains of a church on the summit. The hill is covered with pottery 
sherds and broken tile. Inscriptions and fragments from the site have 
been carried to the nearby villages of Kizilca, Kavak and Yenice. 
Plates 13,52. 
Coinage: 1st century BC, Commodus to Philip the Arab. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2; Ptolemy V 4,11; Hierocles 675,4: Notitiae I 400, III 
353, VII 178, VIII 452, IX 362, X 467, XIII 317; Councils AD 325,381, 
451,536,692,787,879; Philostorgius HE V 2, Steph. Byz. 
Tekmoreian inscriptions: Sterrett 1888b: 366.51,56; 74,96,99,107, 
111`., 112; 376.38,45,52; 381.2; 383.4. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II; 306; Ramsay 1883c: 37-9,43-4; Sterrett 1888b: 182-5 
and nos. 300-304; Ramsay 1890a: 127,252,306,334,393-6; PW I2 (1894) 
1804 (Hirschfeld); Ramsay 1902/3: 265-6; JUthner 1903: 22-6; HN2 705, 
892; Ramsay 1929/30b: 242; Swoboda 1935: 32-9; Magie 1950: 774 n. 77; 
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Gams 1957: 451; Hall 1968: 75-85; Jones 1971: 130-1,137,412 n. 16, 
414 n. 26; Aulock 1977: 22-3. 
ANABURA 
Site discovered by Sterrett at Enevre, north of Lake Beypehir, which, 
with imagination, preserves the ancient name. 
Site not described by Sterrett; Ballance (MAMA VIII xv) notes the remains 
of several large buildings in a secluded but delightful situation with 
an excellent water supply. On a mountain 2,000 ft. above Enevre are 
temple ruins, possibly a sanctuary of Men Ascaenus. The demos of 
Anabura is recorded by inscriptions. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1883a: 71; Ramsay 1885a: 145; Sterrett 1888b: 193 no. 317,199-214 
nos. 328-42; Ramsay 1890a: 397; PW I2 (1894) 2016-7 (Hirschfeld); 
Ramsay 1920: 102; Ramsay 1929/30b: 242-3; Calder 1932: 453-5; Broughton 
1938: 789; Magie 1950: 457,1316 n. 23; Jones 1971: 132,140; MAMA VIII 
xiv-xv. 
ANDEDA 
At or near Yavuz (formerly Andiya). Identification made by Ramsay on 
epigraphic evidence and the fact that the ancient name has survived in 
the former modern name (1885b; 337-8). 
No remains known apart from inscriptions and fragments in the villages 
of Yavuz and Belen. One inscription records the boule and demos of 
Andeda (Ramsay 1885b: 337) and a second records the name of the 
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settlement (Woodward and Ormerod 1909/10: 123 no. 18). Other architec- 
tural remains from Yavuz attributed to Andeda include ecclesiastical 
fragments from a church. Andeda is represented on a boundary stone 
found near Belen (Bean 1960: 66-7 no. 118). 
Coinage: Late 1st century BC, Marcus Aurelius to Etruscus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 680,7; Notitiae I 453, III 404, VII 225, VIII 502, IX 413, 
X 519, XIII 369; Council AD 787. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay, 1885b: 337-9; Smith 1887: 255 no. 38; Ramsay 1888a: 14-15; PW I 
2 (1894) 2121 (Hirschfeld); BMC Lycia xcvii, 174-5; Woodward and 
Ormerod 1909/10: 84-5,122-6 nos. 16-19; HN2 706; Broughton 1938: 789; 
Robert 1946: 174; Gams 1957: 450; Bean 1960: 65-6; PW Suppl. XII (1970) 
75-85 (Levick); Jones 1971: 146,416 n. 37; Aulock 1977: 23-5; IGRR III 
417. 
ANTIOCHEIA 
About 1i kms. north of Yalvac. First identified correctly by Arundell. 
The main city site is on an elevated sloping plateau with excellent 
natural defences on the north, east and south sides. The site was for- 
tified by a city wall whose circuit is almost completely traceable, 
best preserved on the gently sloping west side where it was probably 
more substantial. Most of the remains are, of Roman date. A bath-house 
was constructed against the city wall in the northwest corner of the 
site, little remaining apart from massive vaulted substructures clearly 
visible on the west slope of the hill, and a few isolated blocks of 
the walls still in situ. To the north of the bath-house are the remains 
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of a nymphaeum. In the southwest section of the city wall stood a 
triple city gate of late 2nd century date, now collapsed, but with 
enough architectural fragments surviving at the site and in the museum 
to attempt a reconstruction. The remains of a temple of Augustus stand 
in'the Augusta Platea, towards the centre of the site, in front of a 
high semi-circular cliff of smoothed natural rock around which ran a 
stoa. The Augusta Platea is approached by a propylaeum from the 
Tiberia Platea below and to the west. Here, a Latin version of the 
Res Gestae was erected. The Tiberia Platea seems to have been lined 
with shops. A depression and substructures mark the site of the theatre, 
and the street plans are roughly traceable. No Roman houses remain, 
but concentrations of pottery suggest extensive habitation areas on the 
east and south sides of the site. Below the theatre and to the south 
of the bath-house are the remains of a large("three-aisled basilica; a 
mosaic uncovered during excavations in the 1920s gives a late 4th century 
date for the earliest known construction phase. Between the Tiberia 
Platea and the theatre stand the remains of a church of early date. 
Byzantine ? houses were later constructed against the apse of the church, 
obscuring the street which ran towards the plateae and the temple. The 
site was supplied by water from the foothills of the Sultan Daglari to 
the north of the site, transported by a huge arched aqueduct, standing 
sections of which are still visible today; the immediate destination of 
the water seems to have been the nymphaeum, whence it was distributed 
to the bath-house and to the rest of the site by earthenware pipes. 
Arundell recorded the remains of temples at the site in addition to the 
temple of Augustus. 
Near the source of the water supply, just below and to the east of the 
aqueduct, are the remains of a small Roman bridge. On the hills to the 
north are extensive areas of pottery, suggesting the former existence 
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of a village, or villages, in the territory of the city. 
A few kilometres to the east of the city, on a very high, prominent and 
steep-sided hill called Kara Kuyu, are the remains of a vast sanctuary 
complex of the god Men; structures associated with the sanctuary include 
the temple precinct itself, a priest's domicile, a number of other 
buildings, possibly guest houses, and a stadium for the celebration of 
the festival games of the sanctuary. To the north and below the 
sanctuary is a church which was obviously built after the sanctuary 
had been abandoned, much of the masonry and inscriptions from the sanc- 
tuary buildings reused in the construction of the church (see Ch. VII 
p. ). To the west of the church is a depression in the hillside 
with a spring and crude spring-house which must have been the major 
source of water for the sanctuary and the church. A Sacred Way led from 
the main city site to the sanctuary site. 
A vast number of inscriptions and architectural fragments from both 
the city and sanctuary sites, of Roman and Byzantine date, have been 
carried to Yalvac and the surrounding villages; many are now in the 
museum. 
Plates 12,20-27,, 70., 
Coinage: 1st century BC to Claudius Gothicus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 3.31,6.4p 8.14; Pliny NH V 94; Ptolemy V 4,11; Hierocles 
672,2; Notitiae I 31,413, II 27, III 367, IV 26, VI 31, VII 31,190, 
VIII 31,466, X 27,480, XI 109, XIII 330; Councils AD 325,381,431, 
448,451,517,518,536,553,680,692,787,869,879,997; Epistola 
ad Leonem AD 458; AASS 22 June p. 8124t; AASS 28 Sept. p. 563; Nilus 
Doxapatrius 255; Acts XIII 14, XIV Dig. L 15.8.10; Theophanes I 
p. 383; Peut. Table IX strecke 105; Geog. Rav. 103,3;. 105,15. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 301-305; Arundell 1834 I: xv, 229,267-319; Hamilton 
1842 I: 472-6; II: 437-9 nos. 176-88; Ritter 1859 II: 468ff; Ramsay 
1885a: 143-6,385-6; Sterrett 1888a: 121-64 nos. 92-154; Sterrett 1888b: 
218-26 nos. 352-65; Ramsay 1890a: 396,398-9; PW I2 (1894) 2446,15 
(Hirschfeld); BMC Lycia cxii-cxiii; Ramsay 1899a: 197-213; Ramsay 1902/3: 
247-8; Ramsay 1907: 247-308; Rott 1908: 93-4; Ramsay 1911: 192-3; 
Ramsay 1911/12: 37-61; Calder 1912: 79-109; Hardie 1912: 111-50; Ramsay 
1912a: 368-78; Anderson 1913: 267-300; Cheeseman 1913: 253-66; Hill 
1914: 299-313; Ramsay 1916: 83-134; Ramsay 1918b: 107-45; HN2 706; 
Pace 1921: 54-8; Calder 1922: 132-4; Ramsay 1924: 172-205; Robinson 
1924a: 435-44; Robinson 1924b: 5-20; Robinson 1925: 253-62; Ramsay 1926a: 
107-119; Robinson 1926a: 5-56; Robinson 1926b: 195-237; Ramsay and 
Premerstein 1927: passim; Ramsay 1928: 51-3; Ritterling 1928: 56-8; 
Ramsay 1929/30b: 243-4,249-50; Ramsay 1930: 263-73; Broughton 1938: 
788; Ramsay 1941: 35-8,47,61-2; Milne 1947: 97-107; Magie 1950: 457, 
459-60,1315-6 n. 21 and 22,1319-21 n. 30-38; MAMA VII xi-xiii, xix; 
Levick 1958a: 74-8; Levick 1958b: 219-22; Levick 1965: 53-62; Levick 
1967a: passim espec. 34-5,68,72-89,93-102,122-9,134-45,171-81; 
Levick 1967b: 101-121; PW Suppl. XI (1968) 49-61 (Levick); Krzyzanowska 
1970: passim; Levick 1970: 37-50; Jones 1971: 127-8,130,132,139-40, 
411, n. 10,413 n. 22,415 n. 31; Levick 1971: 80-84; Kitzinger 1974: 385-95; 
Princeton 60-61 (Levick); Aulock 1977: 25; 'Mitchell 1983: 7-9; Mitchell 1984a; 
8-10; Mitchell 1984b: 79-81; Waelkens 1985: 191-8; CIG III 3979-81; I'GRR III 
APOLLONIA - SOZOPOLIS 
299-309,1490; CIL III 6803-65. 
Site above Uluborlu, in foothills of Kapi Dagi on a prominent steep- 
sided hill severely separated from the mountain range by a gorge to 
the south. Identified by Arundell on epigraphic evidence. That 
Sozopolis was the later name of Apollonia was first realised by Hirschfeld. 
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The location of the Hellenistic city is not certain; the Seleucid 
colony may have been in the plain (but not at Olukman, as suggested 
by Ramsay); the original acropolis may have been at the same site as 
the later fortress, on the hill. At some time, Apollonia was called 
Mordiaeum, or Margium, a name preserved by Stephanus Byzantinus. This 
was either the pre-Seleucid name of the settlement, or an epithet to 
distinguish this Apollonia from others of the same name. Foundations 
of Imperial date were noted on the slope of the hill outside the fortress 
(MAMA IV xiii), suggesting that, wherever the early city might have been 
situated, Roman Apollonia was located between the fortress and the modern 
town of Uluborlu. The city may have been moved the short distance to the 
security of the acropolis at the same time that the name was changed to 
Sozopolis. The name Apollonia is last attested on coins of Gallienus; 
the name Sozopolis first appears in the lists of the Council of Constant- 
inople in AD 381 and continues as the name of the settlement until the 
end of the Byzantine era. Apart from the traces of building foundations, 
no standing structure of Imperial date has been noted. Inscriptions of 
Tiberius record that Apollonia had a theatre, a temple of Apollo, a 
temple of Fortuna and an agora (Arundell 1834 I: 427). Another inscription 
records a temple of Men (Ramsay 1883d: 417 no. 32), and a Greek version of 
the Res Gestae was erected at Apollonia. Most of the remains at the site 
are of a late Roman or Byzantine date. The summit of the hill, which slopes 
upwards from west to east, was enclosed by massive fortification walls, 
probably of original early Byzantine date, with later restorations. The 
wall is best preserved on the less precipitous west side, constructed 
mainly of reused blocks of Hellenistic and Roman date, some of which are 
inscribed. There is no trace of the Hellenistic walls noted by Hamilton, 
and it is probably best to interpret Hamilton's observation as 
the noting 
of reused Hellenistic masonry, although it is conceivable 
that the 
Byzantine fortress was erected on earlier walls. 
Squared and polygonal 
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towers added strength to this section of the wall, and towards its 
southern end is a deep gateway with groin vaults. The only other 
towers which survive to any degree are a rounded one at the northeast 
corner and a squared one, fallen but almost complete, on the south side. 
Within the walls the only trace of construction is a Christian basilica 
with associated-buildings to the west. Arundell noted that the Grebk 
church at the site was built on the foundations of a Byzantine basilica. 
If this observation is correct, it'i'mplies a second church. If Foss' 
argument that the Sullan era was used at Sozopolis is correct, an 
inscription (MAMA IV 81 no. 225) records the construction of a 'palace' 
of the archangel in AD 585. Much of the site has been destroyed by 
bulldozing, but this has unearthed huge quantities of glass and pottery, 
the latter mostly of late Byzantine and Turkish date. Further evidence 
of Turkish occupation is a Seljuk bath-house outside the fortification 
walls to the southwest, and a bridge to the south, crossing the chasm 
between the ancient site and the Kapi Magi mountain range. Inscriptions 
date from the 2nd century BC. One Byzantine inscription is datable to 
AD 1069/70 (MAMA IV no. 149). 
Plates 11,76-78. 
Coinage: ? Hellenistic, ? early Ist century AD, Titus to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 6.4,8.13; Ptolemy V 4,11; Athenaeus III 81A; Hierocles 673,1; 
Notitiae I 415, III 369, VII 193, VIII 469, IX 378, X 482, XIII 332; 
Councils AD 381,431,451,553,680,879; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458; 
AASS 6 April p. 560,22 April p. 53,19 June p. 813; 20 June p. 67; 
Theod. Syk. 108; Eutychius 2328; Evagrius HE III 33; Steph. Byz. 17,18; 
Nicetas Hist, p. 169B; Cinnamus I p. 12A; Peut. Table IX Strecke 105; 
Geog. Rav. 106,2. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 53-4,299; Arundell 1834 I; xiv, 233-56; 426-8; 
Hamilton 1842 II: 362-3,489-91 nos. 450-55; Ritter 1859 II: 473-7; 
Hirschfeld 1878: 304-305; Hirschfeld 1879: 316-318; Ramsay 1883a: 76; 
Ramsay 1883d: 417; 0 
" Hirschfeld 1888: 586,590-92; Reinach''1888: 222-3; 
Sterrett 1888b: 351-79 and nos. 499-54; Ramsay 1890a: 396,400-401; 
PW II 1 (1895) 116,21 (Hirschfeld); BMC Lycia civ-cv; Anderson 1898: 
95-100 and nos. 35-45; Ramsay 1898a: 231; Ramsay 1902/3: 256; Rott 1908: 
3-7,348-50 nos. 1-11; HN2 706; Ramsay 1926a: 105; Ramsay 1929/30b: 243-4; 
MAMA IV xiii, 45-81 nos. 136-225; Broughton 1938: 789; Magie 1950: 457, 
460,463,594,1315 n. 20,1534 n. 9; MAMA VII x; Ballance 1960: 132-4, 
141-5; Robert 1962: 236,415; Robert 1963: 356-60; Levick 1967a: 123; 
Jones 1971: 127-8,139,140-41,411 n. 10; Foss 1977b: 285-8; Aulock 1979: 
20-23; Price 1984: 270; IGRR III 314-24; CIL 6868. 
ARIASSUS 
Site south of Yörükbademli, 3 kms. southwest of Dag. The Lanckoronski 
expedition identified the site as Cretopolis, after Schönborn, but 
Berard proved on epigraphic evidence (1892: 427 no. 61 = IGRR III 422) 
that it was in fact the site of Ariassus. 
The site lies in a narrow defile between two hills; the remains date 
from the Hellenistic to the Byzantine period. The most impressive 
standing monument is a triple-arched gate spanning the entrance at the 
northern end of the defile. Just outside the gate, to the northeast, 
is a heroon, probably of early Roman date. On the slope of the western 
hill, above the gate, is a ? gymnasium with two deep cisterns within. 
A Hellenistic or early Roman temple lies just outside the east wall of 
the gymnasium. North of the gymnasium is a building (? house) of 
.!, 
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Byzantine date, and further north are several built tombs. South of 
the gate within the city walls, are the remains of a colonnaded street 
which runs the length of the city, the west side lined with ? shops, a 
bath-house and an apsed structure of a date no earlier than late Roman 
which may have been part of a fountain or of a church - the true nature 
of the apse will be revealed only by excavation of the area between it 
and the bath-house. At the foot of the eastern hill stands a well 
preserved built tomb and a temple. The main necropolis is at the 
extreme southwest of the site. On the western hill are the remains of 
houses built against terracing of the steep slope, and other walls-, some 
of a late date, of uncertain purpose, one of whi'cW may hate been defensive 
On the summit of the hill are. more built tombs and a temple; the Lanck. 
oronski expedition recorded a small odeon just below-the summit. 
Plates 46,67-69. . 
Coinage: 1st century BC, Antoninus Pius to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2; Ptolemy V 5,6; Hierocles 681,4; Notitiae I 450, III 
399, VII 221, VIII 500, IX 410, X 516, XIII 366; Councils AD 381,451; 
Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 299; Ritter 1859 II: 686-711; Ramsay 1883b: 267-8 nos. 10- 
11; Lanckoronski 1890/2 II; 127-30; Berard 1892: 426-34 and nos. 58-65; 
Radet 1893; 187-8; Ramsay 1893: 253-6; PW II 1 (1895) 821-2 (Hirschfeld); 
Rott 1908: 23-5f Paribeni and Romanelli 1914: 241-7; HN2 706; Broughton 
1938: 788-9; Magie 1950: 1317 n. 25; Gams 1957: 450; 019ay 1969: 289-304; 
Jones, 1971: 132,144,413 n. 22; Princeton 92 (Bean); Aulock 1977: 26-9, 
IGRR III 422. 
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ATENIA 
Location unknown. The order of Hierocles suggests it is to be found in 
the vicinity of the north or east side of Lake Burdur. Ramsay has 
attempted to locate it as Kireli and Monastir, but it is best to leave 
it unplaced. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 672,6; Notitiae VIII 470, IX 379. 
? Tekmoreian inscriptions. Sterrett 1888b; 366.83. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1885a: 146; Ramsay 1890a: 388; Ramsay-1902/3: 253-4; Ramsay 1920: 
102; Ormerod 1922: 47; Jones 1971: 137,414 n. 25. 
BARIS 
Site near village of Kilic at north end of Lake Burdur. Early suggestions 
that Barfis was at Burdur or Isparta can be discounted. Ramsay first 
put forward the opinion that Kilig may have been the site of Barfis 
(1941: 238), an idea which was taken up by Robert (1948: 402). That 
the ancient settlement at Kilic represents Barfis can be inferred from 
an inscription recording the ethnic, 'of Barfis (Sterrett 1888b: 406 no. 600, 
corrected by Ramsay 1895/7: 334 no. 153) and a coin of Barfis, both found 
at Kilic, and the nearby village of Fari seems-to preserve the ancient 
name. Aulock summarises additional reasons for the identification 
(1979: 24-6). Because of the early endeavours to find an ancient name 
for both Burdur and Isparta, scholars disregarded for a long time the 
obvious possibility that the inscription containing the ethnic might be 
used to suggest an identification of Barfis with the site at Kilig, even 
though Sterrett had recorded the site as a town of some importance. 
To the southwest of Kilic is a hill which must have been the main site 
of the city; the surface of the hill is strewn with pottery and building 
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stones of Roman date; foundations of buildings are visible. The remains 
of the necropolis are at Fari, to the northwest of Kilic. Inscriptions 
and fragments in Kilig mostly date from the 2nd and 3rd centuries. 
Coinage: Hadrian to Volusian. 
Anc. Refs: 
Pliny NH V 147; Ptolemy V 5,5; Hierocles 673,7; Notitiae 1 419, III 372, 
VII 196, VIII 473, IX 382, X 485, XIII 335; Councils AD 325,787,879. 
Mod. Refs:, 
Sterrett 1888b: 408-414 and nos. 600-608; Ramsay 1895/7: 334-6 nos. 152-63; 
HN2 707; Ramsay 1941: 238; Robert 1948; 402; Robert 1950: 84; Robert 1955: 
240 n. 15; Gams 1957: 451; Planhol 1958: 99-100; Robert 1959: 670; Bean 
1959: 82-4 and nos. 26-8; Robert 1974: 305,397; Aulock 1979: 23-8; 
IGRR iV 875-6; SEG %I% 761-63. 
For references to the identifications with Burdur and Isparta, Aulock 
1979: 27-8. 
BINDEUS 
Probably to be located at or near Findos which seems to preserve the 
ancient name. An inscription found at Findos indicates city status'during the 
Principate, Ramsay (1941: 69) and Bean (1959: 84) associate the name 
with Ptolemy's Vinzela. Eudoxiopolis was possibly a temporary name for 
Bindeus during the 5th and 6th centuries. Bindeus possibly overshadowed 
Prostanna during the later Empire. 
Anc. Refs; 
Notitiae I 435, III 388, IX 395, X 502, XIII 352; Councils AD 692,879. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1890a: 387-8,404; Ramsay 1902/3: 256; Rott 1908: 12-13,81-3, 
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352-3; Robert 1938: 281 n. 3: Ramsay 1941: 69,151-4; Robert 1948: 
402; Gams 1957: 451: Ballance 1959: Bean 1959: 84; Jones 1971: 
415 n. 36. 
CARSENDA 
Possibly at or near Conur, north of Isparta, where an inscription 
recording the ethnic was found by Sterrett. The ethnic is also recorded 
by the Tekmoreian inscriptions (Sterrett 1888b: 366.52,375.27). The 
correct form of the name is uncertain. 
Mod. Refs 
Sterrett 1888b: 327 no. 455. 
CERAITAE 
Site discovered by Dortluk, about 8 kms. west of Cremna, near the 
village of Beloren. Identified on numismatic evidence. The local 
name for the site, Cere Asari (or Cere Sivrisi) may preserve the 
ancient name. An identification with Cretopolis is unconvincing. 
The site is on the summit of a hill about 1,000 metres high. There 
seems to have been no need for walls on the precipitous west side, 
but well-preserved walls remain on the north, east and south sides 
of the acropolis. Most of the structures on the site have been dismant- 
led and very little remains apart from heaps of masonry. The largest 
remaining building was constructed from well-fitting smoothed blocks 
and was approached by rock-cut steps. The necropolis was outside the 
walls on the west; many sarcophagi survive, but all are damaged. Two 
Ist century BC coins of Ceraitae were discovered on the site by 
Dortluk, and many more had been found by the villagers, 
Coinages 1st century BC; alliance coins with Cremna. 
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i1 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 298; Ramsay 1888b: 266; Radet 1893: 189-91; 
2 
BMC Lycia xcix, cxx; HN 707; PW XI 1 (1921) 252 (Ruge); Bean 
1960: 50; Robert 1962: 63; Jones 1971: 125,132; Dortluk 1976: 
17-23; Aulock 1977: 33-4. 
CODRULA 
Location unknown. Bean was shown a coin of Codrula at Zivint and 
suggests a possible location at Kaynar Kalesi, north of Lake Kestel, 
where there was a sanctuary of the Dioscuri and Helena who are 
represented on Codrula's coinage. The Dioscuri are also represented 
on the coinage of Termessus, Ariassus and Verbe which might imply 
that Codrula is to be located in the vicinity of these cities. Addit- 
onal possible locations to the site at Kaynar Kalesi are the site 
near Dag and that at Melli to the northeast of Dag. 
Coinage: Antoninus Pius to Valerian. 
Anc. Refs. 
Hierocles 681,9; Notitiae 1 447, III 398, VII 219, VIII 497, IX 407, 
X 513, XIII 363; Councils AD 451,692,787. 
Mod, Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 286; Ramsay 1888b: 271; Ramsay 1893: 256-7; Ramsay 
1895/7: 327; BMC Lycia c; HN2 707; PW XII 1 (1921) 994-5 (Ruge); 
Gams 1957: 451; Bean 1960: 50; Jones 1971: 144; Aulock 1977: 32-3. 
COLBASA 
Recently identified by Stephen Mitchell (unpublished) with the site 
at Kupbaba, on epigraphic evidence. The village name preserves the 
ancient name. Possibly the same as Ptolemy's Corbasa. 
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Site at place called Gavur Ini at north end of village of Kestel, 
north of Lake Kestel. Bare rocky acropolis on summit of hill; building 
stones and sherds of Roman pottery; Wall along east side of hill, 
polygonal with internal cross-blocks, possibly pre-Hellenistic; rock- 
cut tombs in west side of hill; in upper part of cillage, building of 
squared blocks and fluted columns. Inscriptions in Kusbaba and perhaps 
some of those in Kestel belong to the site. : '. 
Coinage: Antoninus Pius to Etruscus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 681,1: Council AD 536. 
Mod. Refs: 
Smith 1887: 257 no. 43; Reinach 1887: 93; Ramsay 1888b: 264,271 no. 2, 
274; Radet 1893: 197-8; Ramsay 1895/7: 326-8; BMC Lycia cxi-ii: HN2 707; 
Ramsay 1941: 239; Gams 1957: 450; Bean 1959: 95; Bean 1960: 44-7; Jones 
1971: 143; Aulock 1977: 34; IGRR III 397-8. 
COMAIA 
Site between Urkutlu and Garipce. Identified by Ramsay on epigraphic 
evidence. 
Low unfortified hill in open plain; little remains apart from a few 
isolated large limestone blocks at the foot of the hill. The hill 
is covered with pottery sherds and broken water pipes. Four deep 
pi'ts recently dug into the summit of the hill have uncovered large 
quantities of bones, presumably post-dating occupation of the site 
during Antiquity. Inscriptions at the site and in the village of 
Urkutlu; other fragments in the village, and many built into a modern 
orchard wall just west of the site. 
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Coinage: 1st century BC, Antoninus Pius to Etruscus. 
Anc. Refs: 
? Pliny NH V 147; Ptolemy V 5,8; Hierocles 680,13; Epistola ad Leonem 
AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Reinachjii885: 76; Reinach''a887: 93; Smith 1887: 221; Ramsay 1888b: 263 
and nos. 4-8; Berard 1892: 419-21 nos. 43-7; Ramsay 1895/7: 557 nos. 439-40; 
BMC Lycia c-ci; PW XI 1 (1921) 1126 (Ruge); HN2 707; Gregoire 1922: 108 
nos. 313-313bis; Ramsay 1929/30b: 249-50; Broughton 1938: 789; Levick 
1958a: 76-8; Bean 1959; 115; Bean 1960: 53-5 nos. 10-12; Levick 1967a: 
passim espec. 50-52,78-80,89,94,100-2,145-8,170,182; Levick 1967c: 
29; PW Suppl. XI (1968) 859-71 (Levick); Jones 1971: 132,134,142,413 
n. 22,416 n. 37; Aulock 1977: 34; Price 1984: 270, IGRR III 399-402. 
CONANE 
At or near Gönen. Identification first suggested by Hirschfeld on 
onomastic evidence. Confirmed by a milestone bearing the city's name 
found at nearby Igdecik. Wesseling first detected that Justinianopolis, 
recorded by Hierocles and Notitiae VII, VIII and IX, was a temporary 
name for Conane during the 6th century. 
Precise location of site unknown; possibly obscured by the modern village, 
since Rott observed that the village mosque was built on the foundations 
of a church. Many inscriptions and fragments in the villages of Gönen 
and Igdecik. 
Coinage: Ist century BC, Hadrian to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,5; Hierocles, 674,2; Notitiae 1428, III 381, VII 207, VIII 483, 
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IX 391, X 495, XIII 345; Councils AD 381,787; AASS 19 June p. 813ff; 
Eusebius HE V 16.18. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 306-7; Hirschfeld 1978: 303-4; Collignon 1879: 343; 
Hirschfeld 1879: 315-316; Ramsay 1883a: 76; Ramsay 1888b: 263; Sterrett 
1888b: 337-51 and nos. 472-98; Ramsay 1890a: 49,252,387,400,405,407, 
419; Berard 1892: 420; BMC Lycia cx-cxi; Rott 1908: 6,13,81-3,355-9 
nos. 27-49; HN2 707; Pace 1921: 43-4; PW XI 2 (1922) 1308 (Ruge); 
Broughton 1938: 789; Robert 1948: 401-402; Jones 1971: 142,415 n. 36; 
Aulock 1979: 34-6; CIL III 6870,9733,12146; IGRR III 325-6. 
CORBASA 
Location uncertain. An identification with Cormasa is highly unlikely 
as Ptolemy records both. Possibly an early spelling, or an erroneous 
one, of Colbasa (first suggested by Cramer 1832 II: 299). Equally 
possible is Jones' suggestion (1971: 143) that there was a tribe of 
eg. Colbaseis whose members inhabited a number of settlements, some of 
which adopted derivations of the tribal name, one of which was Corbasa. 
Ramsay suggests that Tarbassus (Strabo XII 7.2) is a corruption of 
Corbasa. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,6. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 299; PW XI 2 (1922) 1382 (Ruge); Ramsay 1929/30b: 240-1; 
Bean 1959: 95. 
CORMASA 
Location unknown. Numerous suggestions have been proposed. Bean's 
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identification with the site near callica (). 9584; 33; 1959: 91-5) can 
be discounted as it seems that Callica was the site of Hadriane. An 
inscription regarding the transportation laws of Sagalassus" (Mitchell 
1976: 106ff) implies that the territory-of Cormasa was conterminous 
with that of Sagalassus. In addition, Cormasa must be placed in a 
suitable position as a station on the major road from Laodiceia to 
Pamphylia, which does not narrow down the possibilities- very much 
since between Themisonium and Perge Cormasa is the only place recorded 
on this read by the Peutinger Table. One candi'date for the site of 
Cormasa is the settlement at Gavur Ören near Karacaören; the territory 
of this settlement might have bordered on Sagalassian territory, It 
is tempting to propose a location at Karapal/Bogazipi on the grounds 
that Cormasa's only importance seems-to have been her strategic position 
on the road, since she never coined nor became a bishopric, and a 
location by a river crossing might have given Cormasa this importance, 
plus, the only epigraphic reference to Cormasa is on a stele found at 
Kara9al/Bogazici (Bean 1959: 93 no. 42). Hall, in fact, has recently 
suggested that this site may represent the original settlement and the 
site at Gavur Oren the later. An identification of Cormasa and Corbasa 
is improbable, as both are recorded by Ptolemy, and there is sufficient 
evidence to indicate that Cormasa and Colbasa werd two distinct settlements, 
An identification with Palgiopolis (Aulock 1977: 40'-"1y is equally unlikely, 
as the name Cormasa is attested both before and after Palaiopolis first 
appears on 2nd century coinage. 
Anc. Refs: 
Polybius XXII 19.1; Liyy XXXVIII 15; Ptolemy V 5,5; Peut. Table IX 
Strecke 102; Geog. Rav. 106,3. 
s y 
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Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 294; Ramsay 1885b: 342; Radet 1893: 198,220; PW 
XI 2 (1922) 1417 (Ruge); Magie 1950: 1048 n. 39; Bean 1959: 67,91-5; 
Jones 1971: 129,143; Hall 1985: 14; Hall 1986 b: 150 . 
CREMNA 
Site about one kilometre east of the village of camllk (formerly Girme). 
Identification first suggested by Arundell, later confirmed by Hirschfeld 
on epigraphic evidence (EE 1875 p. 472). 
Site on promontory with precipitous cliffs on north, east and south sides; ' 
gently sloping west side fortified by wall which continues around south 
side, reinforcing natural defences of cliff; wall studdied with towers; 
mostly Roman, with later repairs; extensively damaged during siege of AD 
278; two gates in west wall. City centre towards the eastern part of the 
site, includes forum (of Longus) and basilica complex, the basilica later 
converted into a Christian church. To the northwest of the basilica is 
a propylon, north of which is an extensive paved area above a huge vaulted 
cistern complex. To the south of the forum is a bath-house; this was 
excavated by Jale Ivan and yielded in particular a number of statues, now 
in Burdur museum, the bases of which still stand in the niches of the bath- 
house; the statues represent later modifications to the building. To 
the east of the forum can be seen the depression where the theatre once 
stood; all that remains now is a jumble of fallen blocks. Near the theatre 
is a 3-sided Doric agora, with shops along its north side. A colonnaded 
street, lined with shops, leads ENE to WSW from the civic centre to the 
west part of the site. A large residential area lay to the north of the 
street. At various parts of the site are temples. A total of seven 
basilicas have been noted within the walls, and an eighth stood outside 
the west wall. Sarcophagi mark a necropolis outside the walls to the 
1 
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west, in the vicinity of the extramural basilica, and to the southwest; 
in the cliff, especially on the southwest side of the site, are a number 
of rock-cut tombs. Two aqueducts have been traced outside the city walls, 
one apparently destroyed during Probus'" siege in AD'278, when the city 
was occupied by Lydius; the second aqueduct seems to have been a replacement, 
Plates: 16, "37-45,74. 
Coinage: 1st century BC, Hadrian to Aurelian. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 6.4; Ptolemy V 5,8; Zosimus, I 67Fß.; 'Hierocles 681,2; 
Notitiae 1 446, III 397, VII 218, VIII 496, IX 406, X 512, XIII' 362; 
Council AD 787. 
Mod. Refs; 
Cramer 1832 II: 2997300; Arundell 1834 II: 32-31 59-81; Fellows 1839; 
171-3; Fellows 1852: 127-9; Ritter 1859"II,: 522-8; Davis 1874: 183-93; 
Hirschfeld 1878: 297-8; Hirschgeld 1879: 305-7; Sterrett 1888b: 318-26 
nos. 441-54; Lanckoronski 1890/2 II; 168-81,244 nos. 236-9; Radet 1893: 
202-4; BMC'Lycia ci; ciii'; Rott 1908; 18-21; ''H: i2 707-8; Paribeni and 
Romanelli 1914; 249-51; PW XI 2 (1922) 1708 (Buge); Broughton 1938: 
789; Magie 1950: 458,462,464,620,721,1323 n. 371 Bean 1954: 481-2 
nos. 11-13; Gams 1957: 450; Ward; Perkins. And Ballance 1958; 167-71; 
Levick 1967a: passim espec. 28,35-7,46-8,79-80p 84,88,94,99-102, 
145-53,174,181; Jones 1971: 132,143,417 n. 39; Inan 1972; 51. -102; 
Princeton 469"(Inan); Aulock 1979: 36-40; Mitchell 1985: 12; 14; 
Mitchell 1986a: 19-20; Mitchell 1986b: 167-"70; -, 'CIG 4379; 'CIL III 304, 
6873-84,12148; IGRR III 395-6. 
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CRETOPOLIS 
Location unknown. Identification with Ceraitae unconvincing. The 
site was probably further west, on a major route. The site at Kaynar 
Kalesi, near Lake Kestel, is a possibility. An inscription recording 
the name of Cretopolis was found at Yuregil near Comama (Bean 1960: 51 
no. 100) 
Anc. Refs: 
Diodorus XVIII 44,47; Polybius V 72; Ptolemy V 5,6; Geog. Rav. 106,1. 
Mod. Ref s: 
Cramer 1832 II: 298; Ramsay 1888b: 266; Radet 1893: 189-91; BMC Lycia 
xcix, cxx; HN2 707; PW XI 1 (1921) 252 (Ruge); Bean 1960: 50-1 and 
no. 100; Robert 1962: 63; Jones 1971: 125,132; Dbrtlük 1976: 18; 
Aulock 1977: 33-4. 
DADILEIA 
Location unknown. The association of Dadileia with Malus in Notitiae 
X and XIII indicates a site not far from Malus. Ramsay's identification 
ofýDadileia with the monastery of Roca Asari near Sigirlik, which 
accorded with the former proposed location of Malus at Melekler, is 
impossible now that Malus has been identified with the site near Sariidris, 
to the east of Lake Egridir, much further north. If Dadileia is to be 
identified with a known site, the monastery on YeVil Adasi might be 
considered. 
Anc. Refs: 
Notitiae X 496, XIII 347. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1902/3: 260; Ramsay 1929/30b: 455 n. 2. 
DARSA 
Mentioned only by Livy; Manlius sacked first Cormasa, then Darsa, after 
which his march apparently took him by Lake Burdur. Livy implies that 
Darsa and Cormasa were neighbouring settlements, which would place 
Darsa to the south of Lake Burdur. Ramsay proposed a location at 
Düver (1941: 237-8), suggesting that Düver preserved the ancient name. 
If this identification is correct, Darsa would have been in the territory 
of Sagalassus in the early Principate, if not before (Bean 1959: 116). 
Darsa is recorded nowhere else. An identification of Darsa with 
Dyrzela and Zorzila was first suggested by"Cramer, but while Dyrzela 
and Zorzila may well be versions of the same name, there is less of a 
certainty with Darsa. Darsa may have been the early name of Barfis, but 
this would not accord with the sequence of events!. in Livy's account, as 
Manlius would then have had to have passed by Lake Burdur before reaching 
Darsa. Bean suggests tentatively that Darsa may have been the early 
name of Hadriane (1959: 116). At the same time as locating Darsa at 
Düver, Ramsay suggests that the later name of Darsa was Panemoteichus. 
Darsa may be represented by the inscriptions on the Tekmoreian monuments - 
Tyrsenos (Sterrett 1888b: 366.67,68), Syrsenos (Sterrett 1888b: 366.103), 
Darenos (Sterrett 1888b: 366.38). The last of these ethnics may, 
alternatively, represent Hierocles' Sabinae, or Barfis. If the ethnic 
does appear on the Tekmoreian monuinents,. Darsa cannot be the early name 
of Hadriane, Panemoteichus or Dyrzela, as each of these are attested 
before the 3rd century. 
Anc. Refs: 
Livy XXXVIII 15. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 294,307; Ramsay 1886.: 131; Reinach 1887: 94; Ramsay 
1890a: 408; Ramsay 1895/7: 327; PW IV 2 (1901) 2217-8 (Ruge); Ramsay 
1941: 237-8; Bean 1959: 78,116. 
DYRZELA 
Mentioned only by Ptolemy in his district of Pisidia. Possibly to be 
equated with Zorzila which first appears in the Council list of AD 325. 
That Dyrzela was a transitional name between Darsa and Zorzila is less 
certain. The position given by Ptolemy would not be at variance with 
what little we know about the locations of both Darsa and Zorzila. It 
seems best to identify Dyrzela tentatively with Zorzila but to avoid an. 
association of Darsa and Dyrzela without further evidence. 
Anc. Refs; 
Ptolemy V 5,8. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 294,307; Ramsay 1888a: 131; Ramsay 1890a: 408; PW V2 
(1905) 1888 (Ruge); Ramsay 1929/30b: 455; Bean 1959: 78,116; Jones 1971: 
417 n. 40. 
EUDOXIOPOLIS 
Location unknown. Probably a temporary name for another city which does 
not appear in Hierocles. Ramsay's suggestion of Bindeus is possible. 
Anc. Refs; 
Hierocles 673,5. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1883a: 76; Ramsay 1888c: 247, Ramsay 1890a: 404; Ramsay 1902/3: 
256; PW VI 1 (1907) 929 (Ruge); Jones 1971: 415 n. 36. 
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HADRIANE 
Site at place called bren, south of the road leading from callica . 
(formerly Egnep), at foot of hills at west edge of plain. Identified 
by Hall on epigraphic evidence (Hall 1986a: 1¢f no. 3), Bean 
identified this site with Cormasa and suggested that the site at Gavur 
Ören near Karacadren represents Hadriane. His tentative suggestion 
that Darsa may have been the early name of Hadriane (1959: 110) is not 
impossible. 
Site represented by uncut building stones, a few squared blocks and 
pottery of Roman date covering nearly a mile of ground, but nothing 
standing, no fortification wall and no inscribed stones in situ; large 
and interesting necropolis on hillside above, including a rock-cut 
chamber tomb with arched roof and over 20 rock-cut sarcophagi. Over 
20 stone circles at Asar Mevkii, a little higher up the hillside, and 
another at Köge Mevkii, further to the north, these must have once been 
substantial monuments, but of no exceedingly high antiquity. Inscriptions 
in village of 9allica. A further inscription, from the site to the west of 
Kozluca, records the boule and demos of Hadriane (Bean 1959: 110 no. 79). 
Anc. Refs: 
Notitiae I 452, III 403, VII 223, VIII 501, IX 412, X 518, XIII 368; 
Councils AD 692,787,879; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Duchesne and Collignon 1877; 370-71; H 
Duchesne 1879: 480ff; Hirschfeld 1879: 
1888a: 18, Sterrett 1888a: 115; Ramsay 
284-5,328; Gams 1957: 450; Bean 1959: 
183 n. 1; Jones 1971; 143; Aulock 1977: 
140-2 : Hall 1986b: 150. 
Lrschfeld 1878: 307-308; 
322; Reinach 1887: 92; -Ramsay 
1890a; 421; Ramsay 1895/7: 
91-5,110; Levick 1967a: 49, 
40 ; Hall 1985; 14; Hall 1986a; 
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HYIA 
Site at place called Incirli, just above pass on road from Bucak to 
Eskiköy, 2 hrs. south of Bucak, j hr. climb northeast of Eskiköy. 
Site first visited by Levick, later by Bean. Name of the demos of 
Hyia recorded by a reused inscription (Bean 1960: 80-81 no. 133); the 
termination of the name is uncertain. 
Ruins on south and east slopes of a'rocky shrub-covered hill; ring 
wall of polygonal construction, approaching ashlar; blocks and arch- 
tectural fragments on south slope; ground plans of buildings discernable; 
possibly a sanctuary on south slope; pottery sherds, including sigillata; 
large building of late date on south slope incorporates the inscription 
which records the demos of Hyia; building in pass of good squared 
blocks. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1960: 80-2; PW Suppl. XII (1970) 497-50 (Levick). 
LIMENAE 
Location unknown. Numerous proposals have been made on unsatisfactory 
evidence. Attempts to locate Limenae have been swayed by Hirschfeld's 
unfounded assumption that the lakes of Hoyran and Egridir were collec- 
tively called Limnai. The identification of Limenae with the monastery 
on the island YeVil Adasi is based on this presumption. It is, however, 
possible that the name has a connection of some kind with a lake or 
marsh. Jones suggests that Limenae and Sabinae, along with Tymandus, 
took over possession of the former territory of Apollonia to the north 
and east of Lake Egridir, Possibly the same as the Limenia attested 
by the Tekmoreian monuments (but see Ramsay 1929/30b: 254). 
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Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 672,4; Notitiae I 421, III 374, VII 198, VIII 475, X 487, 
XIII 337; Councils AD 325,381,451,692,879; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Tekmoreian inscriptions: Sterrett 1888b: 366.85,86; 376.39. 
Mod. Refs; 
Hirschfeld 1879: 304; Ramsay 1890a: 397,414; Ramsay 1902/3: 251-2; 
Rott 1908: 84,93; PW XIII 1 (1926) 569 (Ruge); Ramsay 1929/30b: 245, 
251-4; Ramsay 1941: 152-4; Gams 1957: 451; Jones 1971: 141,415 n. 35. 
LIMOBRAMA 
Location unknown. Ramsay places with Salamara south of Lake Burdur 
and emends the name to Limobria (lake town) to fit in with this theory. 
Jones suggests the possibility of a corruption of demos Brama. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 681,8. 
Mod 
\ 
Refs: 
Ramsay 1895/7: 323-4; PW XIII 1 (1926) 710 (Ruge); Jones 1971: 144,417. '. 
n. 39. 
LYSINIA 
Site on headland called Üveyik Burnu, on shore of Lake Burdur 3 kms. 
north of Karakent. Identified by Bean on epigraphic evidence (1957: 25; 
1959: 79-80 no. 23). 
Site on very rocky hill; approach on north side up a steep path with 
some rough steps between rocky walls artificially smoothed in parts; 
rock-cut steps lead to levelled platform at east side of summit; remains 
of terrace walls on south slope; possibly part of a ring wall around 
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summit; pottery sherds of Roman date scattered over summit and south 
slope; at foot of south slope, scattered building blocks, and ground 
plans of buildings traceable, but no standing structures; near foot of 
west and south slopes, rock-cut sarcophagi and tomb approached by steps; 
limestone bust of Nero records city name. 
Coinage: Caracalla and Geta. 
Anc. Refs: 
Polybius XXI 36.2; Livy XXXVIII 15.8; Ptolemy V 5,5; Hierocles 680,12; 
Council AD 325; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. \Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 294; Arundell 1834 II: 109; Ramsay 1888a: 21; Ramsay 
1895/7: 326-8; BMC Lycia xcv-xcvi; HN2 709; PW XIV 1 (1928) 40-1 (Ruge); 
Bean 1957: 25; Gams 1957: 451; Bean 1959: 78-81 and nos. 22-4; Jones 1971: 
129,130,143; Aulock 1977: 35-6. 
Demos MACROPEDEITAE 
Known only from an inscribed altar found at Akören which records this 
people. No evidence of an ancient site.: The community presumably 
occupied a settlement or a number of settlements in a district around 
Akören known as the Macropedium. Ramsay placed Palaiopolisat Akören 
and identified with Alastus (1895/7: 307). 
Mod. Refs: 
Reinach 1887: 94-5; Ramsay 1888a: 19-21; Ramsay 1895/7: 308 nos. 120-21; 
PW XIV 1 (1928) 815 (Ruge); Ramsay 1941: 17-18 and no. 6; Bean 1959: 
103-4 and nos. 62-4; Levick 1967a: 48-9; Jones 1971: 143,416 n. 38. 
MAGASTARA 
Site at place called cingirakli Mevkii, north of Lengüme. Identified 
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by Bean on epigraphic evidence. 
Site on hillside; remains of houses; pottery at toot of hillside; 
necropolis and rock-cut chamber tomb on steep slope, Inscriptions- 
at site and in village of Lengiime. 
Mod,. Refs: 
Ramsay 1895/7: 338-9 nQs. 183-6; Bean 1959: 75. 
DSALGASA 
Site at Kavacik. Identified by Robert on epigraphic evidence. 
Small unfortifled settlement. The name is-recorded on an inscription. 
Possibly a village on the territory of Lysinia. 
Mod. Refs; 
Robert 1948: 402; Bean 1959: 84. 
MALUS 
Site at Malek Kalesi,, 1 km. north of Sariidris, 18 kms., northeast of 
Egridir. Identified by Mersich et al. on epigraphic evidence. 
Ruins mainly on rocky spur called Kale, c, 120 m. long. Ancient walls 
constructed from irregular ashlar. Square tower on west sides built of 
mortared rubble, with ashlar at the corners., of late date. Series-of 
rock-cut steps on north side of spur. Pottery sherds and tile fragments 
scattered all over site. C. 800 m, west of the spur, on slope of 
adjoining mountain, is an ancient gateway. Inscription containing city 
name found at the site; date post AD 324, either Constantine or one of 
his sons, 
The references to Malus. in the Tekmoreian inscriptions: are obscure. 
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Ramsay suggests that the entry M aXjvo$ Rpos X-r- E-11vov (Sterrett 
1888b: 372.23,36; 374.22,38; 375.18) is to distinguish the Pisidian 
Malus from the Cilician Malus by a geographical qualification. However, 
a second reference to Malus, kxCsTr5 fyxav)ve$ (Sterrett 1888b: 379.3; 
383.7), indicates that there were two settlements of this name in the 
neighbourhood of Pisidia, and the qualifications are to distinguish 
one of these from the other. One of these references may be to the 
Malus of Hierocles and the Notitiae, the other may be to the Malus near 
Afyon. Malus was not an uncommon name. 
Coinage: Ist century BC to 1st century AD. 
Anc. Refs; 
Hierocles 674,3; Notitiae 1 429, III 382, X 496, XIII 346; Councils 
AD 553,692; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Arundell 1834 II: 74; Ramsay 1887a: 368; Sterrett 1888b: 314; Ramsay 
1890a: 387-8,408; Ramsay 1902/3: 259-60; HN2 709; Ramsay 1920: 103; 
PW XIV 1 (1928) 920,2 (Ruge); Ramsay 1929/30b: 254; Robert 1955: 28-33; 
Gams 1957: 450; Jones 1971: 144; Aulock 1977: 36-8:; Mersich 1985: 51-4, 
MAXIMIANOPOLIS 
Location unknown. Hierocles and the Notitiae suggest a location some- 
where around the Boz Ovasi', perhaps in the region of Lake Kestel. The 
name implies a foundation or refoundation at some date between AD 285 
and 305. Hierocles also records an estate called Maximianopolis, following 
his entry of the city, implying that the settlement was at one time 
attached to an estate. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 681,5; 681,6: Notitiae 1 443, III 396, VII 215, VIII 493, 
1 
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IX 403, X 509; XIII 359; Council AD 325; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1888b: 267; Ramsay 1890a: 420; Ramsay 1895/7: 323-4; PW XIV 2 
(1930) 2485 (Ruge); Gams 1957: 450; Jones 1971: 144,417 n. 39. 
MINASSUS 
Minasun, southeast of Isparta. No foundation for Ramsay's suggested 
identification of Minassus with Ptolemy's Orbanassa. 
Sterrett reported 'insignificant' ruins at Minasun and identified 
these with Minassus known from an alliance coin of Antoninus Pius with 
Conane. The coin, however, is of dubious authenticity, possibly a 
forgery of the 19th century. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 332; Ramsay 1890a: 406; BMC Lycia cxi; Rott 1908: 14; 
2 HN 709; PW XV 2 (1932) 1762 (Ruge); Robert 1962: 285; Jones 1971: 142, 
415 n. 36; Aulock 1977: 38-9. 
MISTEA 
Many sites for Mistea have been proposed, the most favoured for over 
50 years, since it was first suggested by JGthner et al., being that 
at Fasillar. Hall (1959: 119-24), however, has argued convincingly for 
a location at BeyVehir. 
There are no standing buildings of a date earlier than Seljuk in 
Beyýehir, but some of these buildings stand on raised ground which must 
represent an earlier occupation mound (Hall 1959: 123) and the material 
for the construction of new buildings to the south of the river was 
supposedly dug up in the northern part of the town (Hall 1968: 68). Jüthner 
noted the remains of a small church in a. cemetery'in. this part of the 
town. Architectural frAgments, inscriptions and milestones have been found 
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at Beygehir, one of the inscriptions recording the boule and demos of 
Mistea (Hall 1959: 119). The ruins of a Roman bridge crossing the 
river at Beygehir were noted by Ramsay (1902/3: 263). 
The castle of Mistea recorded by the Byzantine chroniclers has been 
located on Kale Dati, north of Fasillar, but is not too far from 
Beygehir to have been the Byzantine fortress of the city of Mistea. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 4,12; Hirocles 675,3; Notitiae I 79, II 107, VI 85, VII 180, 
VIII 86,454, IX 364, X 119, XI 138; Councils AD 381,451,692,869, 
879; Nilus Doxapatrius 358; Cedrenus II 398; Basil Epist. 188.10; 
Theophanes p. 382; Nicephoras XX p. 156B; Geog. Rav. 103,2. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 71; Reinach 1887: 97; Sterrett 1888b: 170,188; Ramsay 
1890a: 332-3; Sarre 1896a: 126-9; Cronin 1902: 100,137; Ramsay 1902/3: 
244,253,263,266-8; Jüthner 1903: 25,27-8; Ramsay 1920: 103; Ramsay 
1924: 200; PW XV 2 (1932) 2129-30 (Ruge); Ramsay 1933: 157; Swoboda 
1935: 12,33 no. 74,40; Ramsay 1941: 227; Magie;. -1950: 500; Gams 1957: 
451; Hall 1959: 119-24; Hall 1968: 68,75; Jones 1971: 136,414 n. 25. 
MOATRA 
Site at Bereket, north of Gö1de, Identified by Ramsay and Smith on 
epigraphic evidence (Smith 1887: 229 no. 10 = Ramsay 1895/7: 338 no. 185). 
Remains on hillside to west of road; groups of well-squared blocks, 
foundations of buildings and marble sarcophagi. Smith noticed four 
courses of a building which might have been a heroon. Architectural 
fragments in village and cemetery, including an inscription recording 
the village of the Moatreis. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Smith 1887: 221,229-30 and no. 10; Ramsay 1895/7: 338 no. 185; PW XV 2 
(1932) 2312 (Ruge); Bean 1959: 111. 
Demos MULASSEIS 
Kesme, in the valley of the Köprü cayi, 
An inscription recording this people was found at Kesme. It is not 
certain if the site which seems to be represented by inscriptions and 
fragments found around Kesme was actually called Mulassa. Ramsay 
assigns the remains to Isba. Inscriptions were also found around 
Kasimler, several kilometres to the north of Kesme, and Radet recorded 
a strong fortress in the vicinity of Kesme. 
Mod. Refs: 
Radet and Paris 1886: 500-502 nos. 1-3; Ramsay 1890a: 416-7; Radet 1893: 
210; Ramsay 1920: 103; Jones 1971: 145,417 n. 40. 
NEAPOLIS 
Previously thought to be at or near ýarklkaraagag where many inscriptions 
and fragments attributable to Neapolis have been found. There are, 
however, no indications that garkikaraagac was the site of an ancient 
city. French has suggested a location in the vicinity of Kiyakdede 
where he found an inscription recording the city. There is a mound 
near Kiyakdede called Isnebolu, which seems to preserve the name of the 
ancient city. Foundations, blocks, tile and pottery fragments confirm 
that the mound reresents an'ancient site (French 1984: 11)'. The frag- 
ments in garkikaraagap could well have been carried thither from 
elsewhere for use as building materials; it is not unusual for fragments 
from sites in a neighbourhood to end up in the nearest large town. 
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Anc. Refs: 
Pliny NH V 147; Ptolemy V 4,11; Hierocles 672,3; Notitiae I 80, II 97, 
VII 199, VIII 476, IX 384, X 108, XI 131; Councils AD 325,381,451, 
787,869,879; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458; Nilus Doxapatrius 348; 
Geog. Rav. 102,18; 105,16. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1883a: 71-77; Ramsay 1885a: 145; Reinach 1887: 97; Sterrett 
1888a: 181-84 nos. 183-5; Sterrett 1888b: 195 nos. 319-21; Ramsay 1890a: 
396-9; Cronin 1902: 108; Ramsay 1902/3: 250-1; Ramsay 1917,257; Ramsay 
1920: 102; Ramsay 1929/30b: 243; Calder 1932: 452-5; Ramsay 1933: 157; 
PW XVI 2 (1935) 2126-7 (Ruge); Broughton 1938: 789; Magie 1950: 1316-7 
n. 23; Gams 1957: 451; Jones 1971: 140,415 n. 32; French 1984: 11. 
OLBASA 
Site just south of Belenli. First identified by Schonborn and later, 
independently, by Duchesne'and Collignon. Identification proved by 
epigraphic evidence. 
Site on high hill with precipitous north face; main settlement area on 
more gently sloping southeast slope; steep rocky acropolis; fortifi- 
cation wall dating back to Hellenistic period at summit of hill; 
foundations of buildings and statue bases; Duchesne recorded the ruins 
of a small temple of simple style, perhaps dedicated to Zeus; remains 
of a well-constructed building, possibly a church; no church reported 
by Duchesne, but he did record a fragment of a church door lintel; 
Duchesne and Collignon recorded sarcophagi flanking what appears to 
hhve been an ancient road. Inscriptions from the site in Belenli and 
other villages around. 
Coinage: Antoninus Pius to Volusian. 
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Anc. Refs; 
Ptolemy V 5,8; Hierocles 680,10. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 307; Ritter 1859 II: 691; Hirschfeld 1878: 307; 
Hirschfeld 1879: 322; Duchesne 1877: 332-7 and nos. 1-7; Duchesne and 
Collignon 1877: 370; Reinach 1885: 75,92; Smith 1887: 221,251-2 no. 31; 
Ramsay 1888a: 17-18; Ramsay 1890a: 22,421; Radet 1893: 196; Ramsay 
1895/7: 278,284-5; BMC Lycia xcvi; HN2 709; PW XVII 2 (1937) 2397-9 
(Ruge); Broughton 1938: 789; Bean 1959: 98-100 and nos. 50-55,110 n. 71; 
Levick 1967a: passim, espec. 48-50,79,84,94,101-102,156-9,182-3; 
Magie 1950: 462; Jones 1971: 143,416 n. 38; Aulock 1977: 39-40; IGRR 
III 411-16,1491; Hall 1985: 15; Hall 1986a: 154-5; Hall 1986b: 150. 
ORBANASSA 
Location unknown. Ramsay suggests a scribal error for Minassus (1890b: 
406) or Tymbrianassus (1895/7: 322; 1941: 238). Neither of these is 
likely. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,8. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II; 307; Ramsay 1890a: 406; Ramsay 1895/7: 322; Ramsay 1941: 
238; PW XVIII 1 (1942) 875 (Buge). 
PALAIOPOLIS 
Location unknown. An identification of Palaiopolis as the later name 
of Cormasa (Aulock 1977: 40) is impossible as the name Cormasa is 
attested around the time of the Palaiopolis coins and later. Ramsay 
suggests a location at Akören and identifies Palaiopolis with Alastus 
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(1888a: 19; 1895/7: 321) but there are no grounds for these speculations. 
Coinage: Antoninus Pius to Severus Alexander. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 680,11; Notitiae 1 445, III 408, VII 217, VIII 495, IX 405, 
X 511, XIII 361, Council AD 431; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 286; Ramsay 1888a: 19; Ramsay 1890a: 252; Ramsay 1895/7: 
1 
321-2; BMC Lycia xcvi-xcvii; HN2.709; PW XVIII 2 (1942) 2448-9 (Ruge); 
Gams 1957: 450; Bean 1959: 95; Jones 1971: 143; Aulock 1977: 40-1. 
PANEMOTEICHUS 
Location unknown. Hierocles places between Cremna and Ariassus; 
Constantine Porphyrogenitus says that the Cibyrraeotic theme runs 
through Panemoteichus. Ramsay suggested that either Panemoteichus was 
the later name of Cretopolis or they were two adjacent cities (1888b: 
266); he later identified the city with Darsa and located it at Düver 
(1941: 237). Possibly to be identified with the site near Dag, or that 
near Dogemealti (flott 1908; 16ff).. Radet suggested that Bademagap, 
northwest of Dag, derived its name from Panemoteichus (1893: 188). 
Possibly represented in the Notitiae by Dicenetaurus and its various 
corrupt spellings. 
Coinage: Julia Domna to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 681,3; Councils AD 325,451,536; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458; 
? Notitiae I 449, III 401, VII 224,. VIII 499, IX 409, X 515, XIII 365; 
Const. Porph. 1 16. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 286; Ramsay 1888b: 266; Ramsay 1890a: 163,394,409; 
Radet 1893: 188; BMC Lycia xciv-c; Rott 1908: 16-181'28; ý'HN2 709; Paribeni and 
Romanelli 1914: 252; Moretti 1926 : 555; Ramsay 1941: 237-8; PW XVIII 
3 (1949) 586-8 (Ruge); Gams 1957: 451; Hall 1968: 83; Jones 1971: 144; 
Aulock 1977: 41-3. 
PAPPA TIBERIOPOLIS 
Identified with the ruins at Yunisler by Anderson on epigraphic evidence. 
Site on right bank of river, north of Yunisler; extensive rtvnfield noted 
by Jüthner, including remains of buildings of limestone ashlar masonry, 
and a Christian sanctuary. Large church recorded near town, Fragments, 
and inscriptions in Yunisler, many Christian in character. 
Coinage: Antoninus Pius. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 4,12; Hierocles 672,7; Notitiae 1 433, III 386, VII 209, 
VIII 485, IX 393, X 500, XIII 350; Councils AD 381,787,879; Geog. Rav. 
103,1; 105,17. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1885a: 143; Ramsay 1885b: 349; Radet and Paris 1886: 503 no. 5; 
Reinach 1887: 97; Sterrett 1888a: 124 no. 97; Sterrett 1888b: 190-91 and 
nos. 313-5; Ramsay 1890a: 333,398-9; Cronin 1902: 100-104 and nos. 4-10, 
339; Ramsay 1902/3: 254-5,264,272; Jüthner 1903: 12-14; Cousin 1904: 
408-10,435 no. 10; HN2 709; Ramsay 1922b: 160; Ramsay 1928/9: 376,382-3; 
Swoboda 1935: 9-10; Robert 1938: 270; Magie 1950: 463,500,1173 n. 25, 
1320 n. 31,1360 n. 25; Gams 1957: 451; MAMA VIII 60-1 nos. 330-9; Robert 
1965: 74-7,82,83,86; Levick 1967a: 129; Hall 1968: 62-5 and nos. 1-4; 
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Jones 1971: 136; Aulock 1977 43-4; IGRR III 1468-9. 
PARLAIS 
Site at Barla on west side of Lake Egridir. Identification first sug- 
gested by Arundell, but no epigraphic confirmation, Later attempts at 
identification were generally focused around the southern shore of 
Lake Beyýehir because the bishopric of Parlais often appeared under 
the metropolis of Lycaonia (but seeRobert 1938: 282), and Parlais was 
thought to be the Colonia associated with Mistea in the ecclesiastical 
records. Pace, convinced by these arguments, but also by the onomastic 
evidence for Barla, suggested the possibility of the existence of two 
cities called Parlais (1921: 49). The case for a location at Barla was 
taken up by Robert (1938: 265-82) and later proved by boundary stones 
between the territories of Parlais and Prostanna, found at Bedre, between 
Barla and Egridir (Robert 1948: 402). 
Few traces of ancient Parlais remain today. On the steep hillside to 
the west of the village of Barla stands the Greek church of St. Theodore, 
possibly built on the foundations and from the materials of a Byzantine 
church. Below the church, orgaaisad heaps of field stones and pottery 
are perhaps indicative of Roman houses, built against terracing of the 
hillside. In the village itself traces of Roman construction perhaps 
suggest that part of the site has been obscured by the modern village 
and ancient structures dismantled for reuse in the village houses. 
Architectural fragments of Roman date have been found particularly in 
the Muslim cemetery in the northern part of the village. Inscriptions 
in both Latin and Greek survive, and of Roman and Byzantine date. 
Plates 14,36,63. 
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Coinage: Ist century BC, Marcus Aurelius to Caracalla. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 6,16; Notitiae 1 434, III 387, IX 394, X 501, XIII 351; 
Councils AD 325,381,451,692,879; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 72; Arundell 1834 II: 157; Ramsay 1883b: 319-20; 
Sterrett 1888b: 335; Ramsay 1890a: 378,390-91,395-6; Sarre 1896a: 134; 
Sarre 1896b: 51; BMC Lycaonia xxv-xxvi; Ramsay 1902/3: 261-4; HN2 714; 
Pace 1921: 45-50 and nos. 33-8; Ramsay 1929/30b: 251-2,254; Ramsay 
1933: 157; Swoboda 1935: 12,40; Broughton 1938: 789; Robert 1938: 
265-82; Robert 1948: 402; Robert 1949: 78; Gams 1957: 451; Levick 1967a: 
passim, espec. 53-5,79-80,84,88-9,94,100,159-60,181-2; PW Suppl. XII 
(1970) 990-1006 (Levick); Jones 1971: 132,142,416 n. 36; Aulock 1977; 
44-5. 
PEDNELISSUS 
Identified by the Italian expedition (Paribeni and Moretti) with the 
site above Kozan, in the Taurus to the west of Selge. The identification 
is uncertain, but this position accords with the indications of all 
ancient sources. 
The remains have been thoroughly described by Moretti (1921: 79ff). 
The site is perched high on a precipitous cliff and surrounded by 
Hellenistic fortification walls, the north, eastand south sections 
particularly well-preserved. Two strong city gates pierce the walls, 
one to the south, a second to the north. In the centre of the site is 
the agora, flanked on the east side by a Christian basilica which had been 
converted from a ? temple, and on the west side by unidentifiable buildings-. 
In the western part of the city are the ruins-of a temple. Outside the 
gates are the remains"of the necropoleis, mostly sarcophagi, but at least 
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one heroon of Hellenistic date, which was transformed into a church.. 
A second extra-mural church lies outside the south gate. A number of 
the inscriptions found at the site record the boule and`denios pf the 
city, but none of these contains the city name. 
Coinage: Ist century BC, Trajan to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Polybaus V 72f; Strabo XII 7.2, XIV 4.2; Ptolemy V 5,8; Hierocles 681,12; 
Notitiae I 448, III 400, VII 220, VIII 498, IX 408, X 514, XIII 364; 
Council AD 381; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458; Steph. Byz. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II 312; Ramsay 1890a: 366; Radet 1893: 192-5,206; BMC 
Lycia ciii; HN2 709; Paribeni and Moretti 1921: 73-159; Ramsay 1926a: 
102,106; Ramsay 1929/30b: 242; Broughton 1938: 789; PW X1X 1 (1938) 43 
(Ruge); Magie 1950: 1317 n. 25; Gams 1957: 451; Bean 1960: 78; Jones 1971: 
128,132,144; Princeton 683 (Bean); Aulock 1977: 45-7; SEG II 711-34. 
Demos PERMINOUNDEIS 
Near village of Kizilcaagac, south of Lake Kestel. Identified by Ramsay 
and Smith on epigraphic evidence. 
Rock-cut sanctuary dedicated to Apollo; two of the inscriptions at the 
sanctuary record the name of the demos Perminoundeis. An inscription 
found at Smyrna is also a dedication to Apollo by a member of this 
community. It would seem that the community occupied a settlement, 
possibly called Perminounda, or a group of settlements south of Lake 
Kestel, and that the sanctuary was their religious centre. 
1 
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Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,6; Hierocles 680,3. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 298; Ramsay 1885b: 334,341-2; Reinach 1885: 77; Smith 
1887: 221,227-9 and nos. 5-9; Contoleon 1887a; 250 no. 12; Ramsay 1886a: 9; 
Radet 1893: 197; Weinreich 1912: 6 no. 9; PW XIX (1937) 872 (Ruge); 
Ramsay 1941: 29,179,80; Robert 1946: 54; Magie 1950: 1317 n. 25; Jones 
1971: 142,143,146,416 n. 37. 
PIDRON 
Site unknown but probably to be located in the vicinity of camormani 
about 40 kms. west of Yalvac at the head of Lake Egridir. 
Two separate groups of ecclesiastical fragments of a 5/6th century date 
found in a field near Camormani. One fragment is part of a ciborium 
with an inscription recording the village of Pidron. The ethnic is 
also recorded on the Tekmoreian monuments (Sterrett 1888b: 366.18,29). 
Plate 53. 
PISSA/PLOURISTRA 
The modern village of Pise (more recently Bagköy), in the hills on the 
north side of the Apollonian valley, seems to preserve the ancient name. 
The ethnic is possibly recorded by the Tekmoreian monuments (Sterrett 
1888b: 366.58,100,118). (But see MAMA IV 83 no. 230 - Plouristra). 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 399-400 nos. 585-6; Ramsay 1895/7: 186-7; Anderson 1898: 
114-5; MAMA IV 94 nos. 263-4. 
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PLINNA 
This village must have been at or near Ileydagiköy, 5 kms. west of 
Uluborlu, where an inscription recording the demos was copied by Sterrett. 
Mod. Refs; 
Sterrett 1888b: 406-7 no. 597; MAMA IV 45 no. 137; Jones 1971: 417 n. 40. 
POGLA 
Site at comakli (formerly Fugla). Identification first suggested by 
Kiepert on similarity of ancient name and former modern name. This was 
later confirmed by Bean who found an inscription bearing the name of 
Pogla in the village (1960: 56 no. 103). 
Acropolis hill to west of village, scattered with sherds of Roman 
pottery; polygonal ring-wall traceable; below wall on south slope, four 
rows of rock-cut seats; at foot of east slope, four rock-cut steps and 
the remains of a built tomb; in village, a second built tomb, a mauso- 
leum, and the remains of a large building of Roman date, possibly a 
market hall. Sculptured stones and inscriptions built into village 
houses. 
Plates 58-s9. 
Coinage: Antoninus Pius to Gallienus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,6; Hierocles 680,4; Notitiae 1 451, III 402, VII 222, IX 411, 
X 517, XIII 367; Councils AD 451,787; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II; 298; Ritter 1859 II: 289-90; Ramsay 1885b: 334-8; 
Ramsay 1886: 128; Ramsay 1887a: 335; Smith 1887: 218,221,255-7 nos. 39-41; 
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Ramsay 1888a: 10-14 nos. 6-14; Berard 1892: 421-5 nos. 48-54; Radet 1893: 
197; BMC Lycia xcviiwxcviii; Woodward and Ormerod 1909/10: 85; HN2 709; 
Gregoire 1922; 108 no. 310; Broughton 1938: 789; Magie 1950: 620,1317 
n. 25; Gams 1957: 450; Bean 1960: 55,65 and nos. 103-114; Jones 1971: 143, 
146,416 n. 37; PW Suppl. XIV (1974) 413-27 (Levick); Aulock 1977: 47-8; 
CIL III 4367d-h; IGRR III 403-409. 
POLYETTA 
One kilometre northwest of Bademli. No certainty that the site was 
called Polyetta. 
Remains on two low hills; seems to have been a sanctuary site with a 
small settlement attached; one hill covered in sherds and three blocks 
i 
with holes like large steel sockets, perhaps represents the habitation 
area; shrine probably stood on second hill, also covered in sherds. 
Altar in village bearing the name of the goddess Polyetta. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1959: 97-8 and nos. 47"9. 
PROSTANNA 
The prominent peak of the-, mountain range behind Egridir was long thought 
to represent the Mt. Viarus featured on coins of Prostanna, and the 
boundary stones found by Robert at Bedre (1948: 402) confirmed that 
Prostanna was to be located in this vicinity. A site just behind the 
mountain, was first reported to Arundell (1834 I: 335-6) but apparently 
not examined until over a century later, published by Ballance. 
Prostanna was possibly overshadowed by Bindeus during the later Empire. 
All remains apparently of Hellenistic or Roman date. Acropolis on level 
summit of steep-sided hill, enclosed by wall, mostly ruined, constructed 
of large rough limestone blocks, studded with towers and possibly two 
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gates, and later repaired using mortared rubble faced with smaller 
blocks; small ? temple on summit of acropolis; second temple outside 
walls to southeast; remains of three buildings of indeterminable function, 
probably public buildings, built against terracing to the northeast of 
the acropolis; four inscriptions found at the site, one of which, very 
fragmentary, records the boule and demos of the settlement. In the 
town of Egridir, a Seljuk fortress guarding the road to the islands 
off the lake shore appears to have been built on the foundations of an 
earlier Byzantine fortress. 
Plates S6-S7. 
Coinage: 1st century BC, Antoninus Pius to Claudius Gothicus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,8; Council AD 381. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 307; Arundell 1834 I: 329-30,332-6; Hamilton 1842 I: 
480-82; Ritter . 1859 II: 467,480-81; Hirschfeld 1879: 304; Sterrett 1888a: 
120; Ramsay 1890a: 407; Doublet 1892: 155; Sarre 1896a: 141-67; BMC 
Lycia cvi; Ramsay 1902/3: 256-8; Rott 1908: 84-5; HN 
2 
709-710; Ramsay 
1929/30b: 244-5; Ramsay 1941: 19,154; Robert 1948: 402; Magie 1950: 
457,1316 n. 23; Robert 1955: 75; Gams 1957: 451; PW XXIII 1 (1957) 899 
(Kirsten); Ballance 1959: 125-9; Robert 1962: 284; Robert 1965: 83, 
282; Jones 1971: 132,142,412 n. 19,415-6 n. 36; Aulock 1979: 40-42. 
Demos SABAION 
Known only from Hierocles, recorded between Sia and Pednelissus. No 
foundation for Ramsay's identification with Stephanus Byzantinus' Isbus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 681,11. 
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Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1888b: 271; Ramsay 1890a: 416; Jones 1971: 144,417 n. 39. 
SABINAE 
Known only from Hierocles. Possibly to be identified with the ethnic 
Darenos of the Tekmoreian inscriptions. Jones locates with Limenae in h 
the vicinity of the upper section of Lake E'ridir (Hoyran). Ramsay 
suggests Gelendost. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 672,5. 
? Tekmoreian inscriptions: Sterrett 1888b: 366.38. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1890a: 388,398,412; Ramsay 1902/3: 252--3; '. `PW IA 2 (1920) 1570 
(Ruge); Ramsay 1929/30b: 251; Jones 1971: 141,415 n. 35. 
SAGALASSUS 
The site lies on the mountainside above the pillage of Aglasunt 
Identification first suggested by Leucas; later confirmed by Arundell 
on epigraphic evidence, 
The Hellenistic city was centred around the upper agora. The agora itself 
was probably Hellenistic, but it underwent major modifications during the 
Empire. Monuments in the vicinity of the agora, including a bouleuterion, 
can be dated to the 2nd century BC. On the south side of the agora is 
a small monument of Julio-Claudian date which must have been one of the 
earliest Roman buildings of the city. At various parts of the site are 
temples of both Hellenistic and Roman date. The upper agora is divided 
from the lower agora by a major thoroughfare which led east-west through 
the site. The monuments around the lower agora are entirely of Roman 
1 
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date; these include a temple of Antoninus. -Pius-, of CorinthiänTtstyle, 
a bath building and an Ionic temple of Apollo Clarius which was later 
converted into a Christian basilica, At the extreme west of the site 
is a transept basilica which was possibly built on the foundations. of 
a temple of Dionysus-. The theatre overlooks the city. on the northeast. 
In the vicinity of the theatre was-an extensive residential area; a 
second housing area lay to the west and be19w the lower agora. There 
were two main necropoleis at the site, one, represented by, delapidated 
sarcophagi, to the south of the lower agora, the second, represented by 
rock-cut tombs, in the cliff face to the west of the upper agora, The 
nucleus of the site was fortified at a late Roman/early Byzantine date, 
No Hellenistic or early Roman walls have been noted at the site. Two 
Hellenistic towers guarded the city some distance to the northeast. Traces 
of an aqueduct have been found to the east of the site. 
Plates: 15,28-33,54,70-73, 
Coinage: 1st century BC to-Claudius-Gothicus. or Aurelian, 
Anc. Refs: 
Arrian Anab. I 28; Diodorus XVIII 44ff; Livy. XXXVII. I 15; Strabo XI. I 6.5; 
7.2, XIII 4,17; Pliny Nil V 94; Hierocles"673,6; Notitisae I 414, III. 368, 
VII 192, VIII 468, IX 377, X 481, XIII 331; Councils AD 381+ 451,787,869. 
Mod. Refs: 
Leucas 1714 I: 247,53; Arundell 1828; 132-44; Cramer 1832 II; 295; 7; 
Arundell 1834 II: 28-50; Fellows 1839; 16779; Hamilton 1842 I: 486791; 
Davis 1847: 158-76; Fellows 1852; 122-5; Ritter 1859 II: 545-52; 
Hirschfeld 1878: 298-301; Hirschfeld 1879: 307-11; Lanckoronski 1890/2 
II: 127-72,224-32 nos. 188-235; Radet 1893: 185,201-2; \BMC Lycia 
cvi-cix; Rott 1908; 14-18; ''PW IA 2 (1920) 1732,3 (Ruge); Pace 1921: 
38-40: nos. 21-22; Broughton 1938; 787-8; Magie 1950: 457,1139 n. 17; 
Bean 1954: 469-77 nos. 1-8; Gams 1957: 451; Levick 1967a: 128; Ferrero 
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1969: 37-58; Jones 1971: 125,126,129,130,132,141-2,145,410 n. 4, 
412 n, 15,415 n. 36; Princeton 781 (Bonacasa); Fleischer 1979: 273ßf; 
Aulock 1979: 42-3; Mitchell 1985: 14; Mitchell 1986a: 169-70; Mitchell 
1986b: 20-21; CIG III 4368-78;, IGRR III 341-63. 
Reglo SALAMARA 
Location unknown. Ramsay places Salamara with Limobrama to the south of 
Lake Burdur on the grounds that the name means 'bitter salt' in Latin 
(1895/7: 323-4). Jones suggests that it represents an area of public 
land, possibly confiscated by Amyntas or Augustus. There is no evidence 
that a settlement of this name existed, 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 681,7. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1888b: 270; Ramsay 1895/7: 323-4; Jones-1971: 144,417 n. 39. 
SANDALIUM 
Site at Sandal Asari, Harmancik, southeast of Sagalassus. Identified 
by Mitchell (unpublished). 
Typical Pisidian hilltop settlement with excellent natural fortifications; 
no artificial fortifications observed. No building standing to any degree 
to enable identification of function; several inscriptions of Roman 
Imperial date, mostly funerary; rock-cut sanctuary. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 6.4; Steph. Byz. 
ti 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 300; Ritter 1859 II: 559; Hirschfeld 1878: 299 
Hirschfeld 1879: 307; PW IA 2 (1920) 2262 (Ruge). 
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SELEUCEIA SIDERA 
Site at place called Selef, near Bayat, Identified by Hirschfeld on 
onomastic evidence. 
Acropolis on isolated hill; enclosed by wall, one section of cyclopean 
construction, another of large quadrangular blocks; main settlement 
area to west, south and east of acropolis; theatre at northeast foot 
of hill, only a large vaulted passage remains. Inscriptions and 
fragments of Roman and Byzantine date at Bayat and Islam, and in the 
cellar of the village school at Atabey. Some of these, however, may 
belong to Agrai. 
Coinage: ? lst century BC, Hadrian to Claudius Gothicus. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,4; Hierocles 673,8; Notitiae I 423, III 376, VII 201,202, 
VIII 478, IX 386, X 489,490, XIII 339,340; Councils AD 325,451, G92, 
787,869; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458; AASS 24 March p. 474. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 307; Hirschfeld 1878: 302-3; Hirschfeld 1879: 304,312-5; 
Sterrett 1888b: 333-4 and nos. 465-7; Ramsay 1890a: 49,85,406; BMC 
Lyci'a cix-cx; Rott 1908: 9-12,351-2 nos. 12-14; PW IIA 1 (1921) 1204-5,6 
(Ruge); Ramsay 1924: 197 no. 26; Magie 1950: 457,547,1316 n. 23,1406 
n. 21; Robert 1955: 239-45; Gams 1957: 451; Levick 1967a: 128; Jones 1971: 
127,132,142,411 n. 10; Princeton 821 (Bean); Aulock 1979: 43-5, IGRR 
III 328. 
SELGE 
At modern village of Altinkaya (formerly Zerk), north of Begkonak, on 
the west side of the Köprü. Irmagt. The site has been described in detail 
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a number of times since is was first indentifled by" Schonborn (apud F. itter). 
and Daniell (apud Spratt'-and Forbes), The most thorough accounts are 
given by Lanckoronski et al. and, more recently, by Machatschek and Schwarz. 
The ruins lie on and around three hills, the highest of which, that on the 
west, is doubtless the Kesbedion which featured in the struggle between 
Garsyeris and the Selgians. On the summit were two temples; the'temple of 
Zeus was converted into a Christian basilica. The easterly part of the 
site is now occupied by houses and fields of the modern village, At the 
extreme east'of the site is the theatre, to the southwest of which are the 
scantly remains of the stadium. At the opposite end of the stadium from 
the theatre stood a gymnasium and bath building. From here, a colonnaded 
street ran southwestwards-to the upper agora; the odeon flanking the 
agora was later converted into a Christian basilica. The hill above the 
agora was occupied by a further basilica, possibly monastic. Altogether, 
at 
last 
seven-basilicas have been noted on the site three of which were 
extra-mural. The city walls, originally Hellenistic, can be traced almost 
entirely round the site. These walls were repaired and substantially 
rebuilt at a later date, Two main necropoleis lie outside the walls, one 
to the north, the second to the east. Two aqueducts'suppied the city with 
water; these led to a collection reservoir on the Kesbedion hill. At 
various parts of the site are wells and cisterns-, The houses on the 
terraces beside the colonnaded street were supplied with running piped 
water. 
Plates: 1,8,10,47c, 8,55. 
Coinage: 5th to 1st century BC, Hadrian to Aurelian, 
Anc. Refs: 
Polybaus V 76ff; Arrian Anab. 129; Strabo XII; 7.1,7.2,7,3; Dionystus 
Periegetes 860; Priscian Perieges"is 809; Ayien'Descriptio Orbis Terrae 
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1026; Trogus Prologue 34; Zosimus V 15; Hierocles 681,13; Notitiae I 
83, II 98, VI 61, VIII 61,263, IX 132, X 109; Councils AD 325,431, 
869,879. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 307-12, Spratt and Forbes 1847 II: 22-31; Ritter 1859 
II: 505-18; Hirschfeld 1875: 134-40; Hirschfeld 1878: 288-92; Ramsay 
1890a: 416; Lanckoronski 1890/2 II: 173-84,232-5 nos. 240-61; Radet 
1893: 204-206; BMC Lycia cxiii-cxvii; HN2 710-12; PW IIA 1 (1921) 1257 
(Ruge); Broughton 1938: 788; Magie 1950: 457,1137 n. 13; Gams 1957: 
450; Ferrero 1966: 39-58; Jones 1971: 125,126,130,132,145,410 n. 4; 
Aulock 1979: 45; Bean 1979: 110-118; Machatschek and Schwarz 1981: 
passim; IGRR III 378-83. 
SIA 
Located by Berard at place called Dögeme, half an hour east of Karaot. 
Ruins on pine-clad hill; city wall of polygonal masonry with small gate 
east of the summit; buildings on west slope include a small theatre or 
council house, and a small building with an apse; rock-cut steps near 
bottom of slope; necropolis at west foot of hill, including built tombs; 
Berard recorded temples, small buildings, funerary monuments and sarco- 
phagi, in good preservation; a building towards the foot of the hill 
incorporates reused inscriptions including one in honour of Marcus 
Aurelius and Septimius Severus recording the demos of Sia, which Berard 
interpreted as the demos of the Osieni. 
Anc. Refs; 
Hierocles 681,10. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1888b: 271; Ramsay 1890a: 416; Berard 1892: 434-6 nos. 66-9; 
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Ramsay 1893: 253; Ramsay 1941: 68-9; PW XVIII 2 (1942) 1584-5 (Ruge); 
Magie 1950: 1313 n. 25; Bean 1960: 74 and no. 128; Jones 1971: 144,146, 
417'n. 39; IGRR III 418-21. 
SIBIDUNDA 
Location at Zivint first suggested by Ramsay (1929/30b: 248). The 
modern name seems to preserve the ancient name. Location confirmed by 
an inscription recorded by Bean (1960: 69 no. 120). Previous attempts 
to locate Sibidunda were blinded by the appearance of the name in the 
Notitiae among the bishoprics of Phrygia Salutaris. It is uncertain 
if this is a misplacement of the name of the Sibidunda at Zivint, or if 
there is no connection. 
The modern village has been built on the site of the ancient city; the 
summit of the low flat hill on which the city of Sibidunda once stood is 
now under the plough; sherds of pottery of Roman date and foundations 
of buildings are all that remain; the site seems to have been unfortified. 
Inscriptions in the village and its cemeteries record the boule and demos 
of the city. 
Coinage: Commodus to Philip the Arab. 
Anc. Refs: 
? Hierocles 680,7; ? Notitiae 1 379, III 335, VII 159, VIII 432; IX 342, 
X 447, XIII 297. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 58; Smith 1887: 254-5 nos. 35-7; Ramsay 1890a: 143; Radet 
1893: 196; Ramsay 1895/7: 751-55; Anderson 1898: 105; BMC Phrygia xciii- 
xciv; HN2 684; PW IIA 2 (1923) 2071 (Ruge); Ramsay 1929/30b: 248-9; 
Broughton 1938: 789; Robert 1946: 68 n. 1; Bean 1960: 65 n. 40,68-74 
and nos. 120-27; Jones 1971: 142,416 n. 37; PW Suppl. XIV (1974) 668-78 
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(Levick); Aulock 1977: 48-50. 
SINETHANDUS 
Identification with the ruins at Kizil Ören first proposed by Ramsay 
(1902/3: 255). The identification is not absolutely certain, but on 
the grounds that there seems to have been some ecclesiastical connection 
between Sinethandus and Pappa, implying that they were neighbouring 
bishoprics, this seems to be the most suitable location for Sinethandus. 
Site, called Euktö by Jüthner, on a hillock 2 miles west of Kizil Ören; 
nothing standing, but building stones and architectural fragments 
suggest occupation in the Roman period, if not earlier; ecclesias- 
tical fragments indicate that a church once stood at the site. Rock- 
cut churches and cells, 1 mile southwest of Kizil Ören, represent a 
monastic complex. To the northwest of Kizil Oren, overlooking the 
Barsakdere, are the remains of Asar Kalesi, probably the Byzantine 
fortress of the settlement in the valley; the castle is on the summit 
of a lofty rocky hill entered by a series of rock-cut steps betwen 
smoothed walls of natural rock; ecclesiastical fragments suggest that 
there was a church or chapel within the fortress walls. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 672,8; Notitiae I 430, III 383, X 497, XIII 347; Councils 
AD ? 325,451,692,879; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458; Ibn Khordadhbeh 74 
(transl. de Goeje). 
Mod; Refs: 
Ramsay 1888c: 233; Sterrett 1888a: 187 and no. 190; Ramsay 1890a: 400; 
Cronin 1902: 95-100; Ramsay 1902/3: 255,264,272; Jüthner 1903: 10-11; 
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Strygowski 1903: 146-8; Cousin 1904: 407-8; PW IIIA 1 (1927) 231 (Ruge); 
Swoboda 1935: 105-8; Gams 1957: 451; Jones 1971: 137,414 n. 25. 
TAKINA 
Hill called Asar, 2 kms. to west of Lake Yarapli, between village of 
Yaragli and Tekke Mahallesi. Inscription recording the name of the 
settlement found by Arundell; site located by Bean. 
Main site on low rocky hill, covered in sherds of Roman pottery; foun- 
dations of small buildings on summit; possibly a collapsed wall on west 
side; building at south foot of hill with apse at northern end and two 
steps like seats cut into rocky outcrop at southern end, possibly a 
council house; other well-cut blocks at northern foot of hill. Necropolis 
on adjacent hill to southwest; pretentious tombs with steps on east 
slope, sarcophagi towards top of slope, some with inscriptions of a 
'late' date. Fragments and inscriptions in village, one of which 
mentions the demos of Takina and records the building or rebuilding of 
the public baths (early 3rd century). The Ravenna geographer and mile- 
stones prove that Takina was on a Roman road. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 2,26; Geog. Ray. 106,4. 
Mod. Refs: 
Arundell 1834 I: 117; Davis 1874; 137-9; Reinach 1885: 76-7; Smith 1887: 
231-3 no. 12,261-3 nos. 50-51; Ramsay 1887a: 366-8; Ramsay 1895/7: 329-30 
nos. 138-40; PW 1VA 2 (1932) 2056-7 (Ruge); Ramsay 1941: 234-5; Bean 1959: 
89-91; CIG 3956b; CIL III 7177; IGRR IV 880-881. 
TARBASSUS 
Location unknown. Possibly a scribal error after citing Aarassus. 
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Ramsay (1929/30b: 240-1) suggests a corruption of Ptolemy's Corbasa. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2. 
Mod. Refs; 
Cramer 1832 II: 314; Ramsay 1885b: 342; Ramsay 1888b: 264; Lanckorofiski 
1890/2 II: 14; Ramsay 1895/7: 317,388; PW IVA 2 (1932) 2292 (Ruge); 
Magie 1950: 1317 n. 25; Jones 1971: 132. 
THEODOSIOPOLIS 
Location unknown. Probably a temporary name during the 5th, and 
possibly 6th, century for a bishopric not mentioned under its usual 
name in the lists where the name Theodosiopolis occurs; which bishopric 
is unknown. 
Anc. Refs: 
Councils AD 451, ? 536; Epistola ad Leonem AD 458. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1890a: 404; Ramsay 1902/3: 256 and n. 5; Jones 1971: 415 n. 36. 
TIMBRIADA 
Most probably to be located at Mirahor (formerly Imrahor), southeast of 
Lake Egridir, as first suggested by Sterrett (1888b: 280). The modern 
name seems to preserve the ancient name and the position of Mirahor 
between two tributaries of the upper Eurymedon accords with the coinage 
of Timbriada. The only possible objection to an identification with 
Mirahor might be that the inscription recorded by Sterrett (1888b: 280 
no. 339 = IGRR III 329) implies that the settlement was only a demos 
under Trajan, yet Timbriada had been counted among the 12 leading cities 
of Pisidia in'the 1st century BC. However, the coinage of Timbriada 
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does not begin until Hadrian, and Anabura at least of the other 11 
leading cities of Pisidia is not known to have ever been more than a 
demos. Ramsay, in one publication (1926a: 102), seems to deviate from 
the generally accepted location at Mirahor and places Timbriada further 
north, about 3 miles east of Sar3idris. Bothtthis and his later account 
(1929/30b; 246-7) are rather muddled, and it seems that Ramsay must have 
confused the topography of this region. In this later publication, 
Ramsay records an inscription (1929/30b: 246 no. 2), much damaged, which 
appears to contain the ethnics of Timbriada and Adada, and confirms the 
implication from the epitaph of a man who was a citizen of both Timbriada 
and Adada, found by Sterrett at Adada (1888b: 290 no. 420), that these 
were neighbouring settlements. 
The situation of Timbriada, in true Pisidian fashion, is high in the 
mountains, isolated, with excellent defences. Many fragments from the 
site have been reused in the modern village of Mirahor and its cemetery. 
At Sofular, about 5 kms. north of Mirahor, Ramsay found inscriptions 
in what he took to be a Pisidian language. 
Coinage: Hadrian to Maximin I. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2; Pliny NH V 95; Hierocles 673,9; Notitiae 1 426, III 379, 
VII 205, VIII 481, IX 389, X 493, XIII 343; Councils AD 680,692,787, 
879. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 305; Hirschfeld 1879: 309,314; Ramsay 1885b: 354; 
Sterrett 1888b: 280 and no. 399,290 no. 420,377 no. 548; Hirschfeld 1888: 
588-92; Ramsay 1890a; 339,388,406,408, Ramsay and Hogarth 1890: 136; 
Ramsay 1895: 353-62; Sarre 1896a: 140; Sarre 1896b: 56; BMC Lycia cxviii- 
cxix; Ramsay 1898b: 96; Ramsay 1902/3: 256; Ramsay 1918b: 140; HN2 712; 
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Ramsay 1920: 102; Ramsay 1926a: 102-107; Ramsay 1929/30b: 246-7; 
Brandenstein 1934: 52-4; PW VIA 1 (1936) 1246-7 (Ruge); Magie 1950: 
457, '1316 n. 23; Gams 1957: 451; Levick 1967a; 45; Jones 1971: 132,144, 
415 n. 32,417 n. 40; Aulock 1979: 47-50; Brixhe and Gibson 1982: 130-69; 
IGRR III 329. 
TITYASSUS 
Location unknown. There is no reason to identify Tityassus with the 
site at Ivrim Kalesi, southwest of Lake Beygehir. A location not far 
from Lake Egridir might be proposed on the grounds that von Aulock saw 
several coins of Tityassus here. Coins indicate that there was a temple 
of the Mother Goddess at Tityassus. 
Coinage: Hadrian to Trajan Decius. 
Anc. Refs: 
Strabo XII 7.2; Hierocles 674,6; Notitiae I 431, III 384, X 498, XIII 
348; Councils AD 692,787. 
? Tekmoreian inscriptions: Sterrett 1888b: 366.39,65,77,84; 373.44,53; 
375.26 - ethnics which seem to be variations of the first element of 
the name, Titya. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 313-4; Ramsay 1890a: 388,408,495; BMC Lycia cxxi; 
Ramsay 1902/3: 260-4j HN2 712; Ramsay 1920: 103; Ramsay 1926a: 102; 
Ramsay 1929/30b: 255; PW VIA 2. (1937) 1592-3 (Ruge); Magie 1950: 1317 
n. 25; Gams 1957: 451; Jones 1971; 132,1441 Aulock 1979: 50-1. 
TYMANDUS 
Site at place called Mandos Kiri, 2 kms. southwest of Yassiören. Site 
identified by Sterrett on epigraphic evidence. The Latin translation of 
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the Council list of AD 448 proves that Talbonda of Ptolemy, Peutinger 
Table and the Ravenna geographer is the same as Tymandus. 
Site on hillside in foothills of Kapi Dagi to the south of the plain. 
Little remains apart from traces of ancient terracing and pottery as 
the site has been obscured by the debris caused by two torrents. 
Inscriptions and fragments in Yassiören and neighbouring villages. To 
east of Tymandus, rock-cut tombs at Alcibar and spring possibly dedicated 
to Hercules Restitutor in pagan times, and still a place of Christian 
pilgrimage in the early 20th century. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,8; Hierocles 673,2; Notitiae I 427, III 380, VII 206, VIII 
482, IX 390, X 494, XIII 344; Councils AD 448,451; Epistola ad Leonem 
AD 458; Peut. Table IX Strecke 105; Geog. Rav. 103,15. 
Mod. Refs: 
Arundell 1834 I: 257; Sterrett 1888b: 383-99 nos. 558-84,403-405 nos. 591-5; 
Ramsay 1890a: 401-2; Ramsay 1902/3: 256; Ramsay 1920: 94; PW VIIA 2 
(1948) 1733-5 (Ruge); Gams 1957: 451; Ballance 1960: 134-5; MAMA IV xiii, 
82-94 nos. 226-264; Jones 1971: 141,415 n. 35; CIL III 6866-7; IGRR III 
311; ILS 6090. 
TYMBRIANASSUS 
Site most probably at 
Örenler, 1 hour north of Düver, at edge of plain 
by mouth of pass to Müsimler. Identification not absolutely certain, 
but this is the nearest known site to the west of the Boz cayi where 
boundary stones marking the frontier between the territories of 
Sagalassus and Tymbrianassus were found at Düver and Yaziköy. 
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Site indicated by building stones spread over 1 km,, some squared, 
most uncut; at mouth of pass, two rock-cut sarcophagi and rock-cut 
steps leading to platform. Kale reported, overlooking site on hill to 
south. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1886: 128; Ramsay 1888b: 267; Ramsay 1890a: 173,176,439; Ramsay 
1895/7: 322,336 no. 165; Ramsay 1941: 234-8 and nos. 237-8; PW VIIA 2 
(1948) 1746-7 (Ruge); Bean 1959: 84-8. 
TYNADA 
Hill called Sivri Kalesi, between Terziler and Yakaafgar. Discovered 
by Sarre. 
Remains include a small temple, a large building with an exedra, and 
rock-cut tombs. Size of site restricted by limited circumference of 
hill. Inscription found in village of Yakaafýar gives the name of the 
demos Tynadeis. Sarre interpreted the name as Gynada, but Ramsay, with 
confirmation from Kalinka, corrected the reading to Tynada. Attempts 
by Ramsay to find additional letters on the stone, to give Tynbriada, 
were abandoned. The date of the inscription is probably 3rd century, 
and the mention of comarchs suggests that, Tynada was an organised 
village, probably subject to Timbriada, in view of their proximity. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 279; Sarre 1896b: 52-6 and no. 29; Ramsay 1898b: 95-8; 
Ramsay 1920: 102; Ramsay 1926a: 106-7; Jones 1971: 417 n. 40. 
VASADA 
Site on Kestel Dagi, overlooking the village of Bostandere. Identified 
as Vasada by Jüthner et al. 
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Site enclosed on southeast side by a fortification wall constructed 
mainly of cyclopean masonry, studded with tower-like projections at 
intervals; some sections of the wall constructed of regular well-cut 
blocks; steep cliff on northwest side provides excellent natural defences; 
remains of buildings within the walls; necropolis on north side of the 
site; small theatre constructed of large limestone blocks, 14 rows of 
seats remaining, moulded paws for decoration of steps; pottery fragments 
and heaps of uncut fieldstones cover the hill. About one hour's 
arduous climb to the south of the main site is Ak Tepesi, surrounded by 
a wall of polygonal masonry; within the wall is an inscribed rock-cut 
altar approached by two steps. Between Kestel Dagi and the village of 
Bostandere, a church was uncovered. On the south slopes of the valley 
to the east of the village is a Byzantine ossuary. A great number of 
architectural fragments and inscriptions from the site have been found 
in Bostandere, of dates ranging from the Hellenistic to the late 
Byzantine period. 
Plate 6Z. 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 4,10; Hierocles 675,5; Notitiae 1 399, III 352, VII 177, VIII 
451, IX 361, X 466, XIII 316; Councils AD 325,451,517, ? 536,692,879; 
Basil Epist. 188.10; AASS June 23 p. 472. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 71-2; Sterrett 1888b: 173-77 and nos. 282-91; Ramsay 
1890a: 333-4; Ramsay 1902/3: 266; Jüthner 1903: 18-20; Swoboda 1935: 
22-8; Broughton 1938: 790; Magie 1950: 1318 n. 25; Gams 1957: 451; Hall 
1968: 85-9; Jones 1971: 137,414 n. 26. 
VERBE 
Location not absolutely certain. Hierocles, the Notitiae and an inscription 
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bearing the city name, (Ramsay 1885b: 338 = IGRR III 447), found at 
Andeda, suggest that it is to be located in the Boz Ovasi. Possibly 
at or near Yelten where Woodward and Ormerod found inscriptions mention- 
ing boule and demos (1909/10: 119-20 nos. 12-14). 
Coinage: Commodus to Philippus. 
Anc. Refs: 
? Ptolemy V 5,6; Hierocles 680,6; Notitiae I 454, III 405, VII 226, 
VIII 503, IX 414, X 520, XIII 370, ? Council Ao 325. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 286; Ramsay 1885b: 338; Reinach 1885: 77; Smith 1887: 
221; Ramsay 1888a: 15; BMC Lycia xcvii; Woodward and Ormerod 1909/10: 
85,117-21 nos. 10-15; HN2 712; Ramsay 1929/30b: 248; Broughton 1938: 
789; Bean 1960: 67-8; Jones 1971: 142,146; PW Suppl. XIV (1974) 830-40 
(Levick); Aulock 1977: 50-51. 
VINZELA 
Location unknown. An identification with Bindeus of the Council lists 
and Notitiae is possible, in which case the settlement is to be located 
near the southern tip of Lake Egridir. Possibly entered by mistake as 
a duplication of Vinzela in Galatia (Ptolemy V 4,6). 
Anc. Refs: 
Ptolemy V 5,8. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 313; PW IXA 1 (1961) 155. 
ZORZILA 
Location unknown. Hierocles' apparent grouping of Malus, Adada, Zorzila 
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and Tityassus at the end of his list of Pisidian cities might suggest 
that they are all to be found in the mountainous country south of lakes 
Egridir and Beypehir. Jones accepts an identification with Sariidris, 
on the grounds that the former spelling of, the name, Zardiris, might preserve 
the ancient name. This identification can be discounted now that Malus has 
been located. ramsay, in one publication (1920: 103, followed by Calder and 
Bean 1957), places around Kasimler and Kesme where inscriptions and a 
fortress might indicate that there was a habitation in this region and 
no relatively important city has been yet located in this vast extent of 
territory between Timbriada and Selge. One of the inscriptions from 
Kesme, however, records the otherwise unknown demos Mulasseis. An 
identification with Ptolemy's Dyrzela is possible, but there is less 
certainty of an identification with Livy's Darsa. Ramsay's suggested 
identification with Dadileia is highly unlikely (1929/30b: 455 n. 2). It 
seems best tentatively to identify Zorzila with Dyrzela, but to leave 
the city unlocated. 
Anc. Refs: 
Hierocles 674,5; Notitiae 1 425, III 378, VII 204, VIII 480, IX 388, 
X 492, XIII 342; Councils AD 325,381,451. 
Mod. Refs: 
Cramer 1832 II: 294,307; Ramsay 1886: 131; Reinach 1887: 94; Ramsay 
1890a: 408,495; PW V2 (1905) 1888 (Ruge); Ramsay 1920: 103; Ramsay 
1929/30b: 455; Gams 1957; 451; Jones 1971: 144,417 n. 40. 
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Akgaören 
Place called Kugtepealti, i hour to northwest of Akcaören. 
Small ancient site scattered with pottery, squared blocks of stone and 
terracotta figurines. Possibly a settlement of the demos Macropedeitae. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1959: 100; Levick 1967a: 49. 
Akkegili 
Island just off shore of Lake Egridir, northwest of Akkecili. 
Island surrounded by ruined walls of Byzantine date, constructed of 
reused masonry. Bell found a stele in the water, perhaps bearing a 
relief of Artemis. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bell 1947: 196. 
Aksu 
Cave called Zindan, near the source of the Köprü cayl. 
Sanctuary of the god Eurymedon, approached by a stairway. A marble 
statue of the god, inscribed, was found west of the cave. Several other 
inscriptions were discovered in the vicinity. A Roman bridge, probably 
contemporary with the sanctuary, was constructed across the river in 
front of the sanctuary site, 
Mod. Refs: 
Kay 1985: 39-55. 
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Arvalli (a) 
Yayla called Demirli, 1i hours west of Arvalli. 
Site scattered with stones and fluted columns; possibly the remains of 
a summer residence as there is no evidence for a city or town site. 
Two inscribed Doric columns from this site in Arvalli. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1960: 43-4 and nos. 89T90. 
Arvalli (b) 
Across the valley to the north of Demirli, 
Ruins reported to Bean by his guide who copied an inscription which 
indicates that there was a church at the site. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1960: 44 and no. 91. 
Bademli 
A 'considerable Classical site' lies beneath the modern village (Hall 
1968). Inscriptions, some in Latin, thought by Ramsay to have come 
from Beyýehir, probably originated from the Bademli site itself. The 
area seems to have been part of an Imperial'estate under the Principate. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 188 nos. 310-312; Ramsay 1902/3: 263; Jüthner 1903: 29-30; 
Broughton 1934: 233; Swoboda 1935: 41-2; Hall 1959; 123-4; Hall 1968: 
69; CIL III 12143,12144. 
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Belcegiz 
Ada Tepesi, south of Belcegiz. 
Site reported by Sterrett, but not described. Sterrett suggested that 
the remains represent Strabo's Aarassus. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ilirschfeld 1879: 302-303; Sterrett 1888b: 197. 
Burdur 
No remains of great antiquity are standing today at Burdur, and doubt 
has been cast on the possibility of there ever having been an ancient 
settlement at or near Burdur. Yet Pococke recorded 'great ruins' in 
the town, and Leucas saw two temples and other ruins in the vineyards. 
The temples were buried so deeply that Leucas supposed an earthquake 
had caused the debris. Although non-detailed reports of ruins or 
remains sometimes means no more than architectural fragments which may 
have been carried from elsewhere, Leucas' more specific description is 
surely proof that there once stood an ancient settlement at Burdur. As 
this area by the lake was in Sagalassian territory, however, the settle- 
ment was probably a place of no great importance, perhaps a village 
subject to Sagalassus. Various attempts have been made to find an 
ancient name for Burdur (eg. Darsa, Dyrzela, Zorzila, Limobrama, Barfis - 
Baras no longer a possibility since the city has been located near 
Kilig) but there is no evidence for any of these. 
Mod. Refs: 
Poco cke 1743/5 II: 81; Leucas 1914 I; 243-7; Arundell 1834 II: 96-106; 
Duchesne and Collignon 1877: 371; Ramsay 1886: 131; Ramsay 1890a: 408; 
Radet 1893: 216-7; Ramsay 1895/7: 324,326; Pace 1921: 44-5; Bean 1959: 
78. 
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For references to inscriptions in Burdur see Aulock 1979: 27. 
Bü düz 
Yayla about 2 hours towards Bereket, 
Ruins of ancient buildings (reported). Fragments from this site in 
Bügdüz include an inscribed fluted column and a large headless bust. 
Modi Refs: 
Bean 1959: 75-8. 
etmi 
Site several kilometres west of cetmi, called Parisbelaeni coluk by 
early travellers. Ruins on a hillock in the open plain; traces of walls 
and foundations of buildings constructed of large blocks; ground plan 
of church with three aisles and narthex. Fragments from the site, 
including fine pieces of church decoration, have been carried to cetmi. 
Ancient name of'this settlement unknown. Sarre's suggestion of Parlais 
is impossible as Parlais has been located at Barla. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sarre 1896a: 134; Sarre 1896b; 51-2; Ramsay 1898b: 96; BMC Lycaonia"xxv- 
xxvi; Ramsay 1902/3: 262; Jüthner 1903: 30-2; Swoboda 1935: 45; Robert 
1938: 266; Hall 1968: 73. 
ine 
Between Burdur and celtikpi. 
Small site on top of levelled rocky hill, fortified by walls of poly- 
gonal masonry, probably early Hellenistic; rock-cut cistern and traces 
of buildings within walls; pottery and an ornamented building suggest 
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occupation into the Roman period. 
Mod: Refs: 
Bean 1960: 43. 
on a 
Below village of conya. 
Tunnel system carved out of rock, possibly a place of refuge at the 
time of the Arab invasions. 
Mod. Refs: 
Swoboda 1935: 11; Hall 1968: 65-6. 
Dag 
Site just north of Dag (formerly Hafiz) where the ancient road through 
the defile east of the cubuk Bogazi reaches the plain. 
Ruins of 'Antiquity and the Middle Ages', including a monumental gate 
and a roofed ashlar tomb. Possibly Panemoteichus or Codrula. 
Mod. Refs: 
Davis 1847: 192; LanckoroAski 1890/2 11: 123-4; Radet 1893: 187. 
Dumanliyeniköy 
Site at Saraycik, one hour's climb to the west of Dumanliyeniköy. 
A wall and three buildings reported; ecclesiastical fragments carried 
from the site to Dumanliyeniköy indicate a church. 
Mod. Refs: 
Hall 1968: 74. 
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Fasiliar 
Site on fairly high rocky hill, to the north and above the village of 
Fasillar, overlooking the extensive plain. 
Pottery, rock-cuttings and a necropolis on the hilltop, reliefs and 
inscriptions cut into the hillside, indicate an ancient settlement; an 
inscription cut into the bare rock on the side of the hill (Sterrett 
1888b: no. 275) lay down the rules of games, implying that the site was 
a sports centre; other inscriptions are Christian in character; a huge 
monument of pre-Classical date lies on the slope of the opposite hill. 
The site was long thought to represent the city of Mistea, but, for 
reasons laid out by Hall (1959: 120-24), there is a greater likelihood 
that Mistea was situated at Beysehir and that Fasillar was never a city 
site. 
Mod. Refs: 
Reinach 1887: 98; Sterrett 1888b: 163-70 and nos. 274-8; Ramsay 1889: 
170ff; Cronin 1902: 112; Ramsay 1902/3: 266-7; Jüthner 1903: 15-18; 
Ramsay 1928/9: 283; Swoboda 1935: 13-19; Broughton 1938: 790; Hall 
1959: 120-21. 
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Garipce 
Low red rocky spur called Bozburun, above road between Garipce and 
Zivint. 
Underground chamber on south slope, once contained statues; sherds of 
Roman pottery, indicating a sanctuary or small settlement. Bean 
suggested that this might be the third settlement recorded along with 
Pogla and Andeda on the boundary stone found near Belen (Bean 1960: 66 
no. 118; but see Mitchell 1974b: 33). 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1960: 67. 
Gaziri 
Near village of Gaziri on northeast side of Lake Egridir. 
Above natural arch of rock by the lake, small rock-cut chapel with 
apsidal termination; traces of base of iconostasis and slab (? altar) in 
front of apse; inscription to right of entrance. Sanctuary of the Virgin 
Mary which was a place of Christian pilgrimage until the beginning of 
this century; possibly replaced a holy place of Artemis. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1890a: 397,414; Ramsay 1902/3: 251-2; Rott 1908: 93; Ramsay 
1920: 101; Pace 1921: 52-4 and fig. 25; Ramsay 1929/30b: 246; Bell 1947: 
195-6. 
Hacilar 
Hill called Tekke across the road from Hacilar. 
Small fortified site rising about 150 metres above the plain; rough 
rock-cuttings on summit; ashlar tower just below summit on east side; 
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sherds scattered around tower and over hill, some probably Hellenistic; 
rock-cut sarcophagi at foot of hill; earthenware pipes said to have 
been found leading out from under the tower, Remains indicate a modest 
inhabited site or a permanent garrison. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1959: 104-105 and P1. XXIXa. 
Ho ran 
West coast of Lake Beygehir. 
Inscriptions at Hoyran from vicinity of saray a few kilometres to the 
north; original provenance possibly Kazak Adasi just off the lake shore. 
The inscriptions indicate an early Christian church. 
Modi Refs: 
Hirschfeld 1878: 295, Hirschfeld 1879: 302-303; Hall 1968: 74. 
Hulu 
Architectural fragments in the village of Huglu and the walls of its 
cemetery; from site (reported) 5 kms. south of Huglu, at foot of the 
north side of a hill called Sirgalik. 
Mod. Refs: 
Hall 1968: 73. 
I yas 
Site about one kilometre east of Ilyas. 
Ruins of ancient settlement on and around two low hills; rough wall, 
building stones, remains of small temple, triple-arched gate. Inscriptions 
at site and in village of Ilyas indicate occupation at least into the 
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4th century. Three inscriptions recording the boule and demos of the 
settlement, and the quality of the remains, suggest a city site, and if 
the milestone found east of ilyas (CIL 111 7176 ) is I MP from 
this site (alternatively, it might be I MP from Baris), it suggests a 
city of some importance, Which city is unknown. Suggestions have been 
Tymbrianassus (impossible as the territory of the settlement at ilyas 
could not border on that of Sagalassus), Maximianopolis, Ilouza and 
Valentia. The only virtue of an identification with Ilouza (Hierocles 
667,9) is the similarity of the names. Ramsay (1941) identifies with 
Valentia, a name which could not exist before the 4th century, and 
explains the boule and demos inscriptions as referring to Apameia in 
whose territory the settlement was before being promoted to city status 
under the name Valentia. The remains, however, imply that the settle- 
ment was more than a village before the 4th century. 
Mod. Refs: 
Duchesne and Collignon 1877: 371; Ramsay 1887a: 368; Smith 1887: 260 
no. 49; Sterrett 1888b: 418-23 nos. 610-20; Ramsay 1895/7: 152-63,322-4 
nos. 145-51,331; Ramsay 1941: 240-42; Bean 1959: 81-2 and no. 25; CIL 
III 7174-6; IGRR IV 877-9. 
Incirli Hani 
Seljuk ban, on west side of Antalya-Burdur road. 
Ruins of ancient buildings seen by Koehler (apud Leake), but Bean thinks 
that all the structures, including a fountain, belong to the han; however, 
possibly an ancient site, but probably not Cretopolis. 
Mod. Refs: 
Leake 1824: 151; Rott 1908; 21,360 no. 51; Pace 1921: 38; Bean 1960: 52. 
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Karacal/ Bogazlci 
On modern road from Burdur to Tefenni; 5 miles from "'callica on the Boz 
cayi. 
..: i 
Early Turkish bridge in which Ramsay saw remains of Roman work. Mile- 
stones indicate that the road from Lysinia to Comama led by Karacal. 
Ramsay reported an ancient site here which Bean did not see; either 
the site has been obscured by the moving of the village, or Ramsay was 
assuming a site on the evidence of fragments in the village. Some of 
the fragments and inscriptions are from callica. An inscribed stele records 
Cormasa. If there was a site here, it would be tempting to suggest an 
identification with Cormasa. Possibly the early site of Cormasa (Hall 1986b: 150) 
Mod. Refs 
Ramsay 1888a: 21; Ramsay 1895/7: 328; Bean 1959: 93-7 and nos. 43-5i Ha. 11198 c: 
14b Hail ý986a: 137-41 ; Hell 19846: 150. 
Karacaören (1) 
Site at place called Gavur 
Ören, one hour south of Karacaören, in the 
pass leading from Gdlde to Kozluca. Bean's identification with Hadriane 
has recently been disproved; Hadriane has been located at callica. Bean's 
strongest argument was that there are no remains of a date earlier than 
the 2nd century AD at the site, which would accord well with Hadriane 
if it was a new foundation. This, however, would suit a number of other 
cities whose existence be prior to the 2nd century is unknown. More- 
over, without excavation or a thorough investigation of the site it 
cannot be ascertained that there are no signs of occupation prior to 
the 2nd century. Ramsay's original identification with Cormasa may be 
correct (1895/7: 327 n. l). By implication, the territory of Cormasa 
was conterminous with that of Sagalassus (Mitchell 1976: 107-8) and the 
site at Gavur Oren is one of the nearest known candidates to the south 
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of Sagalassian territory. Possibly the later site of Cormasa (Hall 19.86.: f5O ). 
Ruins on west and south slopes of pine-clad hill; pottery and uncut 
building blocks on west slope suggest that this was the habitation area; 
mausoleum and tomb on west slope; on south slope, remains of once sub- 
stantial building of large well-cut blocks, two of which bear reliefs; 
necropolis, including ruined built tombs, sarcophagus and inscribed 
altars, at place called Dikenli Tarla, below and to the west of the 
town. 
Mod. Refs: 
Smith 1887: 258 nos. 43-5; Radet 1893: 198; Ramsay 1895/7: 327 n. 1,339 
nos. 187-9 ; Bean 1959; 108-10 and nos. 75-8 J Halt 198S : 14; Nat1 º986 a: 14O ; Hatt 
1986b : 150 . 
Karacaören (2) 
Site between Doganbey and conya, 2 kms. from conya. 
Site represented by pottery of mid-Roman and Byzantine date, spread 
over several acres of a hillside. Material from the site in Doganbey 
and conya, including two Byzantine column drums and Christian inscrip- 
tions. 
Mod, Refs: 
Cronin 1902: 113 and nos. 25-7; Swoboda 1935: 11; Hall 1968: 65. 
Kapakli (a) 
Mound between prehistorical site of Hacibeyhüyük and village of Kapakli. 
Remains of a Classical site, including a wall and well carved steps. 
Inscriptions in Kagakli probably from this site. 
Mod. Refs:, 
Hirschfeld 1878: 294-5; Hirschfeld 1879: 301-2; Sarre 1896a: 131; 
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Sarre 189Gb: 52 and no. 28; Hall 1968: 74. 
Ka$akli (b) 
Site at ivrim Kalesi, 2-3 miles east of Kaýakll. 
Fairly complete walls, standing up to 3 metres in places, built from 
huge polygonal stones. Some of the material from the site has been 
carried to Muharremkulu. The site has been identified with Tityassus 
but this is not at all certain. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1902/3: 260-1; Jüthner 1903: 30; Swoboda 1935: 44; Hall 1968: 
72; Aulock 1979: 50. 
Kemer 
Hill called Dikmen, 21 hours' climb to the east of Kerner. 
Site on southeast slope of'hill; ruins of building constructed of large 
squared blocks and ornamented fragments, possibly a temple; some pottery, 
but no certain signs of an inhabited site. Bean gives no indication of 
a date. 
Mod. Itefs: 
Bean 1959: 100. 
Kestel (a) 
Site known as Kaynar Kalesi, west of Kestel, about 3 hours' climb from 
the lake shore. 
Ruins on pine-clad hill; very solid ashlar wall runs down west slope 
from a rubble wall around the summit of the hill; foundations of 
buildings and uncut building stones; numerous ortothecae; ruins of 
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built tomb on west slope below summit; ? sanctuary and inscriptions of 
Pluto and Core on southeast slope; two inscriptions of c. 2nd century 
AD on niche in wall below sanctuary. To the south of the main site, 
in a small plain called Kaynar Alani, is a spring and a relief of the 
Dioscuri and Helen, Ancient name unknown. Possibly Cretopolis or 
Codrula. The Dioscuri and Helen are featured on coins of Codrula. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1960: 47-50 and nos. 96-7. 
Kestel (b) 
Two spots called Begikta9 Mevkii and Deliktaq Deresi, both just north- 
west of the village of Kestel. 
Rock-cut sarcophagi at Begiktaq Mevii, and rock-cuttings at Deliktaq 
Deresi. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1960: 47. 
Kireli 
No signs of an ancient settlement, but inscriptions and milestones testify 
to a military presence. An inscription mentioning Calpurnia Hosidia, 
whose husband was of equestrian rank suggests a reasonably important 
place, even if they were just visiting, If there was a settlement here 
it was probably attached to a military garrison, a station on the Via 
Sebaste where the road from Antiocheia probably forked, with branches 
continuing to the south and east. Ramsay's identification with Carallia 
(1888a: 77-8) is improbable, and his later identification with Limenia 
(]929/30b: 251-4) has no foundation. During the later Empire Kireli 
seems to have been the centre of an Imperial Estate, 
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Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1883a: 77-8; Ramsay 1885a: 146; Ramsay 1885b: 348; Radet and 
Paris 1886: 502-3 no, 4; Reinach 1887-: 97; Sterrett 1888a: 184-6 nos. 187- 
9; Cronin 1902: 106-7 nos. 16-18; PW X2 (1919) 1926-7 (Ruge); Ramsay 
1929/30b: 251-4; MAMA VIII 61 nos. 340-2; Levick 1967a: 173; IGRR III 
242-4. 
Kozluca 
Site about km. east of a large hüyük in the plain, to the west of 
Kozluca and east of the Boz cayi. 
Site not described by Bean. He says that this was not a city site and 
was probably a deme of the city at Gavur 
Ören near Karacadren. Inscrip- 
tions and fragments from the site in the village of Kozluca, including 
two inscribed statue bases, one of Caracalla and the other bearing an 
inscription recording the boule and demos of Hadriane. " 
Site recently 
recognised by Hall, on epigraphic evidence, as a sanctuary site, a 
Sebasteion dedicated to Rome and Augustus. 
Mod. Refs: 
Bean 1959: 110 and nos. 79-80; Hall 1986a: 137-42 and no. 1. 
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Melli 
:ý 
Hill called Asar, one mile south of Melli (formerly Milli or Baýköy). 
Site discovered by Berard who identified it on onomastic evidence with 
Ptolemy's Milyas (V 5,6), but if there was a settlement called Milyas, 
which is open to doubt, it was probably not so far east. Possibly the 
site of Codrula, but better to leave it unnamed. 
Polygonal and ashlar walls on summit of hill, probably Hellenistic; small 
theatre below summit on northeast, with rectangular building of fine 
ashlar behind stage; disordered ruins below theatre probably thrown by 
an earthquake; wall of late date runs down north slope of hill and 
incorporates reused inscriptions; necropolis on northwest slope, including 
built tombs. On hill between Melli and Asar, rock-cut tomb, of Phrygian 
appearance, approached by two steps. That this was a city site is proved 
by inscribed statue bases of the Roman Emperors recording the boule and 
demos of the city. 
Mod. Refs: 
Berard 1892: 436-8 and nos. 70-80; Bean 1960: 76-80 and nos. 129-31; IGRR 
111 385-93. 
Mon astir 
Mound with artificial appearance, possibly the acropolis of a nearby 
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settlement which has left 'few traces' (Ramsay 1902/3: 253) and was 
probably 'unimportant' (Sterrett 1888a: 184). 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1885a: 146; Sterrett 1888a: 184; Sterrett 1888b: 192,203; Ramsay 
1902/3: 253; Ramsay 1920; 102. 
Muharremkulu 
Site on long narrow spur to west of village. 
Settlement fortified by two walls and covered in pottery. Much of 
stonework supposedly movedto Adaköy. 
Mod. Refs: 
Hall 1968: 72. For fragments in Adaköy: Jüthner 1903: 31; Swoboda 1935: 
44-5. 
01ukman 
Across the plain almost due north of Uluborlu. 
Remains insignificant; no worked building stones or inscriptions 
(Sterrett). Unlikely that this was early site of Apollonia before being 
relocated at Uluborlu under the new name of Sozopolis, as Ramsay believed. 
Probably no more than a summer residence or a village on the territory 
of Apollonia. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 352; Ramsay 1890a; 401; Rott 1908: 5; Ballance 1960: 135. 
Selki 
Lofty hill, one mile west of Selki. 
Kale on hill reported to Ramsay; nature and date unknown. If of Roman 
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date, it was perhaps a military post with the purpose of guarding the 
Via Sebaste which ran by Selki. 
Mod. Refs: 
Ramsay 1890a: 333,334; Sarre 1896b: 39; Cronin 1902: 105; Ramsay 1902/3: 
254; Ramsay 1920: 106. 
Sigirlik 
Place called Koca Asari, on mountainside overlooking plain of Sigirlik. 
Immense monastery, like a castle, with well built walls of polygonal 
masonry joined with fine cement; cross and inscription over the doorway. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 311 and no. 436; Ramsay 1902/3: 260. 
Sow 
Unfortified site on mountainside; numerous ancient fragments including 
a funerary urn and a small semi-circular altar. Inscriptions in village. 
Mod. Refs: 
Duchesne and Collignon 1877: 371-2; Collignon 1879: 342; Bean 1959: 105- 
106 and nos. 67-9. 
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Üzümlü 
Place called Kücük Kirebeli, 8 kms. east of Üzümlü(fbrmerly Monastir). 
Site on hill, covered in grouped collections of stones from ancient 
edifices; heavy walls of rough stone enclose site on south side of hill; 
pottery and construction suggest a late date. Many fragments said to 
have been carried from here to Uzumlü. No evidence that UzümlU itself 
was the site of an ancient settlement. Ruins were recorded by early 
travellers but these were either merely reported and not visited by 
the travellers themselves, or their 'ruins' were no more than architec- 
tural fragments whose original provenance may have been the site at 
Kücük Kirebeli. A second 'kale' (reported) on the mountain to the south- 
east of Uzümlü. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b; 189; Ramsay 1890a: 391; Sarre 1896a: 131-2; Ramsay 1902/3: 
261; Jüthner 1903: 30; Swoboda 1935: 44; Hall 1968: 71-2. 
Yaranqehir 
Village just northeast of Üstünler (formerly Uskerles). 
Low mound in open valley with no natural defences; site thickly strewn 
with tile fragments. Inscriptions and fragments from the site have been 
carried to 
Ustünler. The quantity of Byzantine fragments, mostly of 
10-12th century date, indicate that a monumental church once stood at 
the site. There is no evidence that 
Üstünler itself was the site of 
an ancient settlement. There are no in situ remains at 
Ustünler and 
the fragments built into the walls of the village houses are mainly of 
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Byzantine date and probably all originate from the site at Yaranpehir. 
An impressive relief from a sarcophagus (Sarre 189Gb: 47 fig. 4; 
Swoboda 1935: 42 fig. 34) is of Roman date but its provenance is unknown. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sarre 1896a: 129-30; Sarre 1896b: 47-8; Ramsay 1902/3: 262; Jüthner 
1903: 30; Ramsay 1924: 200; Swoboda 1935: 42-3,110-11; Hall 1968: 71. 
Yazilikaya 
Just below source of Koca cayi. 
Inscriptions on a, rock face indicate that there was once a sanctuary of 
Phoebus Apollo here. 
Mod. Refs: 
Sterrett 1888b: 315 and nos. 438-40; CIG III 43790. 
Yegi1 Adasi 
The largest island off the southern tip of Lake Egridir, connected to 
Egridir by a causeway. Formerly Nis Adasi. An identification with 
Limenae is improbable. 
Byzantine church with much discoloured frescoes, apparently part of a 
monastery complex where Hirschfeld found fragments of the biography 
of St. Euthymius. Monastery still stood at the beginning of this 
century, together with a more modern Greek church which still stands 
in part today. Fragments, in particular capitals, reused in the medrese 
at Egridir. 
Mod. Refs: 
Arundell 1834 I: 329-36,340-41; Hirschfeld 1878: 296-7; Hirschfeld 
1879: 303-304; de Boor 1888: passim; Ramsay 1890a: 414; Sarre 1896a: 
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141-67; Ramsay 1902/3: 258; Rott 1908: 12,85-93; Ramsay 1941: 153. 
Zekeriya 
Rock-cut reliefs and inscriptions testify to a cult of Ares; no sign of 
an inhabited settlement; possibly the site of a sanctuary. 
Mod. Refs: 
Hirschfeld 1878: 295; Hirschfeld 1879: 302; Sarre 1896a: 133; Sarre 1896b: 
48-51; Jüthner 1903: 32; Swoboda 1935: 45-6. 
Zengibar 
Zengibar Kalesi, 4 kms. northwest of carik Saray. 
Rocky hill, summit surrounded by wall of boulders, probably of pre- 
Persian date; remains! of several large buildings on north slope, probably 
of Roman date; small Byzantine fortress on extreme summit. The remains 
of Roman date apparently represent a sanctuary rather than a settlement. 
Mod. Refs: 
MAMA VIII xv (Ballance) 
NOTES TO THE TEXT 
ý.! ý 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Ramsay 1890a. The fact that Ramsay, not to disappoint our ideas of 
an absent-minded professor, lost his original manuscript on a train 
(see p. 3) and had to write much of the work in its present form from 
memory, gives Ramsay a certain excuse for errors but should alert 
the reader to a greater caution. 
Magie 1950; Broughton 1938; Jones 1940,1964,1971. 
Jameson 1965. 
Mitchell 1974a. 
Ballance 1960. 
Levick 1967a. 
Bean 1959,1960. 
8. Hall 1959,1968,1971. 
9. Ostrogorsky 1968; Jones 1964. 
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CHAPTER I 
1. For ancient roads inland from the plain, see Ch. IV p. 55-9. 
2. Strabo XIII 4.13; Pliny NH V 147. 
3. For ancient roads connecting eastern Pisidia to the Konya plain, 
see Ch. IV p. 53-5". 
4. Arrian Anab. 129.1. 
5. In Turkish it is called 'aci suyu' which translates as 'bitter water'. 
6. Leucas 1714 I: 244-5 and fig. facing 246; cf. Cramer 1832 II: 47. 
1", *, --'! ýý 
7. Arrian Anab. I 29.1. 
8. In Turkish it is called 'tatli suyu' which translates as 'sweet water'. 
9. Hirschfeld 1879: 304; followed by others, especially Ramsay, e. g. 
1890a: 172,389,414. 
10. Leucas 1714 I: 260. 
11. \Arundell 1834 II: 130. 
12. Ramsay 1928/9: 369-75; Ramsay 1929/30a: 98-9; Farrand 1964: 149-50. 
13. Strabo XII 6.1. See also PW VIIA 1 (1939) 598-600 (Ruge), plus 
refs. 
14. Strabo XII 6.1. See also Cramer 1832 II: 75-6; Ritter 1859 II: 452-4; 
Hirschfeld 1879: 302; PW X2 (1919) 1927 (Ruge). It was long assumed 
that the Pamphylian city Carallia should be located in the vicinity 
of the lake, the similarity of names thought to be more than a coin- 
cidence, and the spelling Caralis has always been used to refer to 
the lake. However, the city has not been located, there is no cer- 
tainty that it had any relationship with the lake, and so Strabo's 
original spelling of Coralis may well be the preferred form. 
15. Nicetas Hist. p. 25A ( IIouoyouoa ); Cinnamus I p. 12A (lIavyouQa), 
II p. 32D ( IIouyyooQa; Pungusa - Latin translation). 
16. Ramsay 1890a: 389. 
17. Ye§il Adas1 (formerly Nis Adasi) and others in Lake Egridir, and a 
number of islands down the west side of Lake Beygehir. Arundell 
(1834 I: 338-40) favoured Egridir on the false premise that Bey§ehir 
possessed no islands. 
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18. Cinnamus II p. 32D. 
19. Cramer 1832 II: 76-7. See also Ramsay 1890a: 389. 
20. Strabo XIV 4.2. 
21. Pliny NH XXXI 73. 
22. Spratt and Forbes 1847 II: 32; Rott 1908: 57; PW X2 (1919) 1918 
(Ruge). 
23. Arrian Anab. 127; Avien Descriptio Orbis Terrae 1015; Diodorus XIV 
\99; Dionysius Periegetes 851-2; Livy XXXVII 23; Philostratus Vit. 
Apoll. I 15; Pliny NH V 96; Plutarch Cimon XII 4; Pomponius Mela 
de Chorographia I 78; Priscian Periegesis 804; Pseudo-Scylax 
Periplus 100-101; Ptolemy V 5.2; Strabo XIV 4.2; Thucydides VIII 
87.1; Xenophon Hell. IV 8.30; Zosimus V 16; Stadiasmus (anonymous) 
217. See also PW VI 1 (1907) 1334 (Ruge). 
24. Nicander Alexipharmaca 404; Pomponius Mela de Chorographia I 79; 
Ptolemy V 5.2; Strabo XII 7.3, XIV 4.2; Stadiasmus 219. See also 
PW XI 1 (1921) 359 (Ruge). 
25. Pausanias VIII 28.3; Pliny NH V 93; Pomponius Mela de Chorographia 
I 78; Strabo XIV 4.2; Zosimus V 16; Stadiasmus 213-4,233. See also 
PW XV 1 (1931) 438,. 11; 440,22 (Ruge). 
26. IIN2 706: see also Ramsay 1890a: 396. 
27. Strabo XIV 4.2. Many of the sources recorded in n. 23 and 24 confirm 
the navigability of the two rivers. 
28. Vita-Finzi 1969: passim, for aggradation and down-cutting, and Ch. VIII 
p. 277 for silting of Aegean rivers in Antiquity from human and na- 
tural causes. 
29. Erinc 1978: 87-97, for changes in the physical and climatic environ- 
ment of Turkey from the post-Glacial epoch. 
30. For the geology and geomorphology of Turkey, TUrkiye Jeolojik Hartasi 
(Moden Teknik ve Arama EnstitüsU, Ankara 1942); Yeni Tllrkiye Atlasi 
(Ankara 1977). 
31. For the climate of modern Turkey, Yeni Türkiye Atlasi (Ankara 1977); 
Dewdney 1971: 88-92. 
32. For more detailed information about present day vegetation of central 
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and southern Turkey, see Planhol 1958: passim espec. 43-7; Davies 
1965: passim; Zohary 1973 I: passim espec. 156-62,291-94. 
33. Strabo XIV 5.3; cf. Pliny NH XII 132, XIII 52-3, XVI 137. 
34. Strabo XII 7.3. 
35. Cicero pro Flacc. 41 - homini Phrygi qui arborem numquam vidisset. 
36. Vitruvius de architectura II 1.5 - Phryges vero ..... propter in- 
opiam silvarum egentes materiae elegunt. 
37. Strabo XII 6.1. 
38. Strabo XII 6.1. 
I 
39. See Ch. VIII p. 277-8. 
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CHAPTER II 
1. For general distribution of settlers from Greece, Beloch 1912 1.2: 
96f.; Magie 1950: 53-5,821 n. 6; Jones 1971: 28. 
2. Jones 1971: 124,411 n. l. By tradition the cities founded in Pam- 
phylia by Greek settlers after the Trojan war were Olbia, Magydus, 
Perge, Aspendus, Side and Sillyum. The names Aspendus and Sillyum 
are not Greek and suggest that the colonies were planted on already 
existing communities. 
. 3. For the Royal Road see 
Ch. IV p. 45' 
4. Xenophon Anab. I 2.11. Cyrus' treatment of Lycaonia was equally 
hostile, Anab. I 2.19. 
5. CAH VI (1933) 361ff (Tarn); Stark 1958: 102ff. 
6. Cohen 1978: 1-28. 
7. Jones 1940: 18ff. 
8. Arrian Anab. 124ff; Plutarch Alexander 17.3f; Stark 1958: passim 
espec. 115-20. 
9. Diodorus XVIII 3.1,39.6; XIX 69.1; Appian Syr. 53. 
10. Diodorus XVIII 44.1ff. 
11. Plutarch Demetrius XXVIII. lff; Plutarch P ry rhus 4.3; Diodorus XX 
109ff; Arrian Anab. VII 8.5; Magie 1950: 4,727 n. 4. 
", 12. Strabo 
XII 8.5. 
13. Theocritus (Idylls XVII 88) and the Adulis inscription (Mon. Ant. 
116 no. 83) suggest firm Ptolemaic control but this was perhaps mere 
propoganda and real control did not exist. Magie 1950: 278,1156 
n. l; Jameson 1965: 35-7; Jones 1971: 127,411 n. 9. 
14. As suggested by Levick, 1967a: 17. Cf. Ramsay 1929/30b: 243ff; 
Cohen 1978: 15; Jones 1971: 127-8,411 n. 10. 
15. Jones 1940: 18; Jones 1971: 48-50; Cohen 1978: 15-16. 
16. \ Polybius V 72ff. 
17. Magie 1950: 976-7 n. 9. 
II 
18. Polybius XXI 43; Livy XXXVIII 38; Diodorus XXIX 10-11; Appian 
Syr. 38-9. 
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19. Polybius XXI 45; Livy XXXVIII 39. Pisidia is not mentioned here by 
name but was presumably covered by the terms 'Milyas' and 'Lycaonia'. 
It was mentioned by the Rhodians among Eumenes' possessions, Polybius 
XXI 22; Livy XXXVII 54. 
20. Magie 1950: 19-20,758-64 n. 56. 
21. Polybius XXI 46; Livy XXXVIII 39. Cf. Jones 1971: 129. 
22. Magie 1950: 27,280,1158-9 n. 5. 
23. Levick, 1967a: 19, supports the theory that Eumenes was in control of 
Pamphylia but that certain cities, those regarded as free by Manlius, 
were not tied by the treaty and remained independent. 
24. Antiocheia (Strabo XII 8.14), Selge (Strabo XII 7.3), Polybius XXXI 1; 
Trogus Prologue34; HN2 711-712), Sagalassus (HN2 710, IGRR III 348, 
350-3), Termessus (ILS 38 - Lex Antonia de Termessensibus), Lysinia 
and the towns of the Oroandians (Livy XXXVIII 15.9), 18.2). 
25. Strabo XIV 4.1; Magie 1950: 28,261,1133 n. 4. 
26. Magie 1950: 109,111,952-3 n. 62,927 n. 72. 
27. Polybius XXI 34-6,42; Livy XXXVIII 13-15,18. 
28. Magie 1950: 279. 
29. Livy XXXVIII 18-19. 
30. Polybius XXXI 1.8; cf. Trogus Prologue 34; Livy XXXV 14.5. 
31. Magie 1950: 280,1159 n. 6. 
32. \Lanckoronski 1890/2 II: 36f; TAM III 1,4,9. 
33. See n. 25 above. 
34. Spratt and Forbes 1847 I: 233-8; PW VA (1934) 739 (Heberdey); Stark 
1958: 119; Winter 1966: 129-30. 
35. Bean 1979: 107-108. 
36. Magie 1950: 32-3,780-1 n. 93. 
37. Many of the settlements formerly subject to the Seleucids or Attalids 
were set free, or given, with Lycaonia and Cilicia (a term which 
probably covered Pisidia and Pamphylia) to the king of Cappadocia; 
Justin Prologue XXXVII 1.2. 
38. Cicero ad Fam. III 5.3,6.1,12.4; Strabo XIV 3.2. Cf. Magie 1950: 
261-2,1133-4 n. 5; Jones 1971: 131. 
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39. For the early attempts to deal with the pirates and brigands, Ormerod 
1922: 35-6; Ormerod 1924: 199-213; Magie 240-1, '281-5,1159-60 n. 8, 
1161-3 n. 12,1175 n. 28. The formation of the province of Cilicia was 
one of the steps of the Senate to intervene. 
40. Servilius' first campaign, Strabo XIV 5.7; Ormerod 1924: 213-7; Magie 
1950: 287-8,1168-9 n. 19; Jones 1971: 131-2. 
41. Servilius' second campaign, Strabo XII 6.2; Ormerod 1922: 35-52; 
Ormerod 1924: 217-9; Ramsay 1928/29: 381-3; Magie 1950: 287-91,1167 
n. 17-18; 1170-71 n. 22. 
42. Magie 1950: 290-1. 
43. Cicero de leg. agr. I5 (Attaleia), II 50 (agrum Agerensem et Orindi- 
cum et Gedusantrm). 
44. Ormerod 1922: 50; Magie 1174-5 n. 27. 
45. Plutarch Pompey XXVIII 2, XLV 2; Appian Mith. 116ff; Strabo XIV 3.3; 
Pliny NH VII 93f; Zonaras X 5. Cf. Magie 1950: 291-301,1179-80 
n. 41,1180 n. 43. 
46. Magie 1950: 373f, 426; Levick 1967a: 25-6. 
47. Cassius Dio XLVII 48.2. 
48. Appian Bell. Civ. V 75. 
49. See Ch. III p. 38-9. 
50. Strabo XII 6.3. 
51. Strabo XII 6.4. 
52. Strabo XII 6.4. 
53. Strabo XII 6.3; cf. Magie 1950: 453. 
54. Strabo XIV 5.6. 
55. Res Gestae 28.1. Province of Galatia, Ch. III p. 38; Via Sebaste Ch. IV 
p. 41EE. 
56. Mitchell 1974a: 89ff. 
57. In particular, Levick 1967a: passim; Bowie 1970: 202-207; Mitchell 
1974a: 85ff. 
58. Res Gestae 3.3. 
59. Levick 1967a: 33-8,195-9; Bowie 1970: 204-206; Mitchell 1974a: 86-9. 
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60. Strabo XII 8.14. 
ý, ý ., 71 
61. Ch. IV p. 56-7. 
62. Antiocheia (HN2 706), Cremna (HN2 707), Comama (HN2 707) and Parlais 
(HN2 714) all coined before the arrival of the colonists. Olbasa - 
unpublished inscription of Attalus II in Burdur Museum. 
63. See Levick 1967a: 52; Bowie 1970: 205. 
64. Mitchell 1974a: 89ff; cf. Levick 1967a: 198-9. 
65. Mitchell 1974a: 91-4. 
66. See Ch. IV p. S1 and n. 1ß. 
67. Syme 1934: 145f; Levick 1967a: 203-214. 
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1. Strabo XIII 4.12. 
2. Broughton 1938: 567. 
3. As Isaurians, Isauria; Lycaonians, Lycaonia; Cilicians, Cilicia 
etc. 
4. Jones 1940: 54. 
5. Justin Prologue XXXVII 1.2. 
6. Jones 1971: 131. 
7. PW XVIII 3 (1949) 367 (Ruge). 
8. Jones 1971: 58-9,390 n. 45. 
9. Strabo XIII 4.17. 
10. Strabo XIII 4.17. The fate of Oenoanda at this time is uncertain. 
11. Cicero Verr. I 95-6. 
12. Appian Syr. 49-50; Mith. 105,119; Plutarch Pompey XXVIII 4. See 
Syme 1979: 121. 
13. Cicero ad. Fam. 17.4, ad. Att. V 21.7-8, VI 2-9. 
14. HN2 666; Levick 1967a: 23-4; Syme 1979: 122-3. 
15. Levick 1967a: 23-4. 
16. Cicero ad. Fam. XIII 67.1; Syme 1979: 125,141. 
17. Cicero ad. Fam. XII 15.5. Here, Side possibly represents much of 
Pamphylia. 
18. Cassius Dio XLII 35.5. For the later history of Cilicia, Syme 1979: 
141-4; Mitford 1980: 1241-50. 
19. Appian Bell. Civ. V 75. 
20. Strabo XII 6.4-5. 
21. Strabo XII 6.1; Appian Bell. Civ. V 75. 
22. Strabo XIV 5.3,5.6. 
23. Strabo XII 5.1,6.1-3; Cassius Dio XLIX 32.3. The question of how 
much of Lycaonia was given to Amyntas is discussed by Jameson (1965: 
50-51) who concludes that Amyntas initially acquired only part of 
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Lycaonia but probably possessed all by the end of his reign. 
24. Strabo XIV 5.6; Cassius Dio XLIX 32.3. 
25. Strabo XI 2.18, XII 3.29; Cassius Dio XLIX'33.2,44.3, cf. 25.4. 
For Antony's other policies in Asia Minor, Broughton 1938: 585-90. 
26. Strabo XII 6.4-5. 
27. Cassius Dio LI 2.1. 
28. Strabo XII 1.4; XIV 5.6. Between Cleopatra and Archelaus, Amyntas 
had possessed Cilicia Tracheia, Strabo XIV 5.6. 
29. Strabo XII 5.1,6.5,7.3; Cassius Dio LIII 26.3; Eutropius VII 10. 
For arguments for a date of 25 BC, Levick 1967a: 193-4. 
30. The problems are discussed in detail by Syme 1934: 122-7, - Syme 1937: ' 
227ff; Jameson 1965: 51-64; Levick 19b7a: 26-32; Mitchell 1974a: 70-3. 
31. HN2 707. 
32. Jameson 1965: 52-4. 
33. Strabo XII 5.1,6.5. 
34. Cassius Dio LIII 26.3. 
35. Strabo XII 6.5 (Sagalassus), XII 7.3 (Selge). 
36. Syme 1934: 122ff; 1937: 227ff. 
37. Levick 1967a: 30-32. 
38. Pliny NH V 147. 
39. Livy XLIV 15.1, Polybius XXX 5.12. For a detailed discussion of the 
early boundaries of Lycia and Pamphylia, Jameson 1965: 3-19. 
40. Cassius Dio LX 17.3, Suetonius Claudius 25.3. 
41. PW XVIII 3 (1949) 355-6 (Ruge). 
42. Statius Silvae I 4.76-9; ILS 9499 = AE 1920 no. 55. For the date, 
Mitchell 1974a: 77. 
43. Mitchell 1974a: 77. 
44. 
` 
Mon. Ant. 36 no. 38 = AE 1915 no. 48 (Lycia); IGRR III 486 - OGIS 
588 = ILS 215,8816 (Pamphylia). 
45. Tacitus Histories II 9. Syme (1937: 230f. ) argues that this occurred 
not before Galba; Jameson (1965: 68-71) thinks a separation under 
Nero was most likely. But see Levick 1967b: 103. 
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46. Suetonius Vespasian 8.4, Eutropius VII 19, IGRR III 724. 
47. EE V p. 584. 
48. CIL III 6885, EE V p. 582. 
49. Ramsay 1916: 132. 
50. Zosimus I 69.1. 
51. Mitchell 1986a: 19. 
ý. ýý, ý - I,, ý ý, 
51a. IGRR III 367; see also ýGRR 111357 
(from Sagalassus). 
52. Ptolemy V 5,8 (Cremna, Adada, Prostanna), V. 5,4 (Seleuceia Sidera), 
V. 5,5 (Barfis, Conane). 
53. Ptolemy V 4, 11. 
54. Ptolemy V 3, 6. 
55. See Ch. V n. 107. 
56. MAMA VI 27 no. 74. 
57. Cassius Dio LXIX 14.4. For a discussion of the date, Jameson 1965: 
71-3. 
58. Cod. Theod. XIII 10.2. 
59. For the Galatia-Cappadocia association, Gwatkin 1930: 49ff; Mitchell 
1974a: '79-80. 
60. For a discussion of the date of the division, Levick 1967a: 229-30. 
61. Ptolemy V 5,16; CAH XI (1936) 140ff (Syme). 
62. An inscription (ILS 1364 = CIL III 6819) from Antiocheia, mentions 
a legatus pr. gr. provinc. Galat. Phryg. Pisid. Lycaon. Paphl., 
showing that the region of Lycaonia was still part of Galatia in 
116-7, the date of the inscription. A second inscription of 117-9 
(CIL III 6813) which mentions L. Cossonius Callus, legate of Galatia, 
Pisidia and Paphlagonia, suggests that the Tres Eparchiae had been 
created by this time, unless the omission is an oversight. 
63. IGRR III 290 = Sterrett 1888b: 115 no. 190 = OGIS 576. 
64. The inscription of n. 63 above records these three districts. 
65. The latter group of settlements issued coins with the legend 
KOINONAYKAONIAE (BMC Lycaonia xix-xxi), whereas Iconium and 
Laodiceia Catacecaumene did'not (EMC Lycaonia xxii-xxiv). 
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66. Swoboda 1935: 25 no. 38. 
67. Broughton 1938: 598. 
68. Lactantius Mort. Pers. VII 4 ('provinciae quoque in frustra concisae' ). 
Jones (1964 I: 45) argues against the common view that the object of 
the provincial reorganisation was to restrict the possibility of mili- 
tary rebellions. 
69. Parker 1958: 270. 
70. For more information on Diocletian's policy, see Parker 1958: 263ff, 
Jones 1954: 21-9; Jones 1964 I: 42-7. 
71. For the date of the project's initiation see Bury 1923: 128. 
72. Seeck 1876: 247-53; Bury 1923: 127-51; cf. Anderson 1932: 24-32.; see 
more recently, Barnes 1982: 203ff. 
73. The manuscript was probably complied from two separate originals because 
the western provinces are-listed in an official order and the eastern 
provinces in a geographical order. B ury-(1923: '1'28) suggested an original 
of Ab 297; Jones (1954: 21-9,1964: 43) dated it to a'few years after 
Diocletian's abdication. '. Barnes (1982: 203-5) dates the list of the 
eastern provinces Tnore specifically to Ab 314/5 to 324. 
74. Jones 1964 I: 47; Cf. Mommsen 1905/13 V: 561ff. 
75. ILS 8932 (Apameia), 9480 (Laodiceia Catacecaumene); on ILS 8932 see 
Drew-Bear 1978: 27f. 
76. ILS 8932. 
77. Not. Dig. 1 96. 
78. If Hierocles is here using a source dating to the reign of Theodo- 
sius II; Jones 1971: 514ff. 
79. Justinian Novellae VIII 535, cf. Hierocles 672,1. 
80. Cod. Theod. XIII 10.2; cf. TAM II 785 = OGIS 569 (AD 311/2). 
81. This may, however, have been merely an ecclesiastical division at 
this time, as with the later division of Pamphylia into two. 
82. Mansel et al. 1951: 75 no. 29. 
83. Not. Dig. I 65. 
84. Jones (1964 III: 347f) dates it to AD 408. 
85. Hierocles 679,1. 
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II= 
86. Not. Dig. I 100. 
87. Hierocles 682,12. 
88. Reflected in the Notthae. Hierocles makes no formal division but he 
does list first the cities of Pamphylia Secunda, followed by those of 
Pamphylia Prima. 
89. Ostrogorsky 1968: 95-8. 
90. Const. Porph. Preface to de Them. 
91. Ostrogorsky 1968: 96. 
92. Ostrogorsky 1968: 97. 
93. 
`Ostrogorsky 
1966: 158; Const. Porph. de Them. 15. 
94. Ostrogorsky 1968: 157-8. 
J-y 
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1. Herodotus V 52-4. 
2. 
\Calder 
1925: 7-11; Levick 1967a: 10-13. 
3. Strabo XIV 2.29; Peut. Table IX Strecke 105. See also Ramsay 1890a: 
35-43; Broughton 1938: 861; Magie 1950: 40,789-92 n. 18. 
4. The railway line from Izmir to Dinar is compelled by the physical 
features of the terrain to follow a very similar course, Baedeker 
1905: 384f; Magie 1950: 789 n. 18. 
5. Strabo XIV 2.29. 
6. Cicero ad Att. V 13-20, ad Fam. III 5-6, XI 2-3. 
7. Cohen 1978: 15. 
8. Levick 1967a: 14,42. 
9. Below p. 52.. 
10. Below p. 57-8. 
11. Strabo XII 8.15. 
12. For maritime traffic in Antiquity, Casson 1971: passim, Casson 1974: 
149-62. 
13. Strabo XIV 4.2. Nowadays this would be impossible due to accumula- 
tive silting. 
14. Macpherson (1954: 112) remarked that in the whole of Galatia traces 
of ancient road construction had been noted in only five places. 
Further examples have since been identified in central Anatolia, no- 
tably by French, and other examples are known from the Pisidian 
Taurus district. 
15. OGIS 483; cf. Magie 1950: 40. 
16. French 1980: 711; French 1981: 32a. 
17. CIL III 7177 (Yara§li 129-6 BC, CCXXIII from Ephesus); cf. Ramsay 
1895/7: 330-2; French 1980: 707 and Map 1,714 no. 2. Ramsay's 
suggestion (1890a: 47) that this road ran down the west side of the 
lake because the more easily passable east side was independent Pi- 
sidian territory at this time, and outside the jurisdiction of the 
province of Asia, is a valid point. 
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18. Levick (1967a: 38-9) and Hall (1968: 59) accept 6 BC as the date of 
the commencement"of the project. Magie (1950: 463-4) believes that 
the road was completed by 6 BC. It is perhaps more realistic to be- 
lieve, like Magie, that the inception of the project was not long 
after the foundation of the colonies, but not to pass judgement on a 
date of completion. 
19. Antiocheia-Comama section of the Via Sebaste: 
Arundell (1834 I: 266-7) noticed traces of Roman road between Yalvac 
and Kumdanli. 
Milestones: Kumdanli - CIL III 6964 = EE V no. 1368 (MP XI from 
Antiocheia). 
Gencali - Pace 1921: 51 no. 39 = AE 1922 no. 5. = Ballance 
1960: 138-9 no. 137 (MP XXIIX from Antiocheia, AD 202-3); 
Pace 1921: 51 no. 40, a fragmentary inscription, is pos- 
sibly also a milestone; CIL 6965-7 (MP XXIX from Antio- 
cheia, AD 128; MP XVII from Apollonia, Constantine); 
French and Mitchell 1977: 214 (unpublished, 6 BC). 
Esendere - French 1980: 714 (unpublished, 6 BC). 
Büyük Kabaca - Sterett 1888b: 400 no. 587 = CIL III 
6968 = MAMA IV 85 no. 234 (MP XII from Apollonia, AD 
122/3); Sterrett 1888b: 401 no. 588 = CIL III 6969 - 
MAMA IV 84 no. 233 (MP XX from Apollonia, Constantine and 
Licinnius). 
Yassiören - Sterrett 1888b: 387 nos. 560-1 - CIL III 6970- 
2 (? Hadrian, Constantine, 4th century). 
3 kms. west of Apollonia - MAMA IV 57 no. 148 (c. AD 203). 
6 miles west of Apollonia - Ramsay 1926a: 105 (AD 198). 
Keciborlu - CIL III 14201 (AD 198). 
11 hours east of ilyas - Sterrett 1888b: 415 no. 610 
CIL III 7176, (MP I from ? Ilyas, 4th century); Sterrett 
1888b: 415 n. 1, two others, uninscribed. 
ilyas 
- Sterrett 1888b: 419 no. 617 - CIL III 7174 s 
ILS 663 (Constantine); Sterrett 1888b: 421 no. 618 
CIL III 7175 (Constantine and his sons). 
Karakent -, Bean 1959: 80 no. 24 (MP III from Lysinia, 
Constantine and Licinnius). 
Düver - Bean 1959: 89 no. 34 (... Licinnius). 
Bogazici - French and Mitchell 1977: 214 (unpublished, 
6 BC). 
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19. (cont'd) Yariköy - Smith 1887: 260 no. -48 = Ramsay 1895/7: 
331 no. 143 (Severus, Caracalla, Geta, Julia); French 
and Mitchell 1977: 214 (unpublished 6 BC). 
Yaragli - Ramsay 1895/7: 330-1 no. 140 = CIL III 7177 = 
IGRRIV 880 (MP CCXXIII, presumably from Ephesus, Aqui- 
lius); French 1980: 714 (unpublished, MP CCXXVII, pre- 
sumably from Ephesus). 
Yenice ciftlik - Bean 1959: 102 no. 61 (Constantine). 
Ürkütlü - CIL III 6974,12217 = EE V nos. 1367,1450 
(MP CXXII from Antiocheia); French and Mitchell 1977: 
213 (MP CXXII, 6 AD). 
20. Ramsay 1890a: 47. 
21. Bean 1959: 81; cf. Levick 1967a: 39 n. 4. 
22. French 1976: 11-12. 
23. Such a road may have been provided by the city of Sagalassus as it 
would have run through Sagalassian territory. Mitchell 1976': 122. 
24. Unpublished information from D. H. French. 
25. Robert 1948: 402. 
26. Levick 1967a: 39. 
27. A milestone bearing the name of Conane was found at Igdecik, confirm- 
ing that this was an ancient route. Robert 1948: 402; cf. Rott 1908: 
82. 
28. Magie (1950: 1139 n. 16) proposes a road from Isparta to Antiocheia by 
this route, as does Broughton (1938: 864). This was a section of the 
Seljuk caravan route from Antalya, through the cubuk Bogazi and via 
Aglasun, Egridir and Gelendost, to Yalvac, Pace 1926: 383ff. See 
Sterrett 1888a: 120 for difficulty of passage on the east side of 
the lake. See also Arundell 1834 I: 328. 
29. Ramsay 1923a: 290; cf. Ramsay 1890a: 391. 
30. BMC Lycaonia 11 and P1. II; HN2 714. 
31. Antiocheia - Pappa section of the Via Sebaste: 
Cronin 1902: 108; Ramsay 1902/3: 253 (bridge at C, rünmez) 
Milestones: Manarga - Sterrett 1888a: 178-80 nos. 178-81 = CIL III 
6962-3 (MP V from Antiocheia, Diocletian and AD 337- 
40). 
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31. (cont'd) Kiyakdede - Sterrett 1888a:, 196 (two, uninscribed), 
Ramsay 1883a: 77, Cronin 1902: 108 (MP ? XXIX); French 
1980: 714 (unpublished, 6 BC). 
Kireli Kasaba - Cronin 1902: 109, Ramsay 1920: 102, 
Ramsay 1929/30b: 252 n. 3. 
Selki - Cronin 1902: 102 nos. 11-12 = CIL 14401a and 
14401b (original 44th and 45th milestones of the Via 
Sebaste); cf. Sarre 1896a: 122; Ramsay 1920: 106. 
Pappa - Cronin 1902: 102 no. 7= Cousin 1906: 406 = 
CIL III 14401c = ILS 5828 (6 BC); Cronin 1902: 100. 
32. Hall 1968: 61, milestone in the valley of'the Barsak cayi. 
33. CIL III 14400a, a broken inscription from Lystra, is possibly another 
original milestone. 
34. Above n. 18. 
35. Acta Pauli et Theclae 3. 
36. Ballance 1960: 182. 
37. Ramsay 1920: 106. 
38. Hall 1968: 67-8, bridge northwest of Sariköy (Seljuk or older, possibly 
originally Roman). 
Ramsay 1885b: 349; Cronin 1902: 110; Ramsay 1920: 103; Ramsay 1924: 
\ 200, Roman bridge at Bey§ehir. 
Milestones: Kolkurum - Sterrett 1888b: 187 nos. 308-9 (and a third 
either badly defaced or uninscribed) = CIL III 6960-1; 
Cronin 1902: 110. 
Bayaf§ar - Sterrett 1888b: 186 (uninscribed), Cronin 
1902: 110; Hall 1968: 84 no. 42 (AD 140). 
Between Bayaf§ar and Kizilca - Hall 1968: 123(unpublished). 
Büyük Homa - Sterrett 1888b: 186 (uninscribed). 
Akcalar - Sterrett 1888b: 182 (uninscribed) and 187; 
Cronin 1902: 110; Swoboda 1935: 38 no. 90 (M. Antonius 
Gordianus). 
Boyali - Sterrett 1888b: 179 no. 294 = CIL III 6959. 
Akkise - Ramsay 1924: 76 no. 110 = AE 1926 75 (MP XIIII, 
probably from Isaura Vetus, AD 202). 
See also Ramsay 1890a: 391; Ramsay 1920: 103. The road presumably 
ran to Amblada from Mistea, then crossed the Irmak near Akcalar and 
continued to Isaura Vetus and Lystra. For the road system of Lycaonia 
. . m,.. ,IV, , ý"ý 
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and Isauria, Ballance 1958: 223ff; Ballance 1960: 171ff. 
39. Sterrett 1888a: 176. 
40. The most northerly of these two possible routes is probably that 
described by Sterrett 1888a: 164-5. MAMA VII 38 no. 193 (MP ? XV, 
Trajan) may imply a road by one of these passes. 
41. Broughton 1938: 861, who erroneously refers to Calder 1925: 7-11. 
42. CIL III 6967 (Nerva). 
43. MAMA IV 36 no. 113 (late 1st or early 2nd century). 
44. Ramsay 1890a: 172; Ramsay 1926a: 105-6. 
45. OGIS 224 (Antiochus III). Eriza was an important garrison post un- 
der the Seleucids and Pergamenes; Magie 1950: 762 n. 56. This was 
perhaps the route taken by Manlius in 189 BC - Polybius XXI 36; 
Livy XXXVIII 13-15. 
46. IGRR IV 925 (Severus); IGRR IV 884 (Diocletian and Maximian, Constan- 
tine and Maximian); TAM III 942-4 = Heberdey 1929: 11 (Constantine and 
his sons). 
47. Peut. Table IX Strecke 102. 
48. Bean 1959: 116. 
49. Bean 1959: -91-7. 
50. Hall 1986a: 140-2; 
51. Miller 1916: 412f. postulates a route via Isinda and Termessus. 
52. Implied from inscription published by Mitchell 1976: 106ff. 
53. Arrian Anab. I 26ff. 
54. Above p. 52 and n. 23. 
55. Evdir, Kirkgöz, Susuz and Incirli; Pace 192(, : 383-93. 
56. Leake 1824: 133-5; Fellows 1852: 129-30; Davis 1847: 200-202; 
Lanckoronski 1890/2 II: 123-4y Rott 1908: 25-6. 
57. Stark 1958: 119-120. 
58. For a Claudian milestone at Attaleia, see below n. 77. 
59. Peut. Table IX Strecke 106. 
60. Arundell 1834 I: 285-6. 
61. Miller 1916: 731. 
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62. Hall 1959: 119-24. 
63. Geog. Rav. 103,2. 
64. Bean and Mitford 1970: 23. 
... Ivý. -. -. ý, 
65. Hirschfeld(1875: 129f; 1879: 299f) followed such a route northwards 
from Side, as did Jüthner et al. (1903: 29f; cf. Swoboda 1935: 47) 
and Schönborn (apud Ritter 1859 II: 610f). Ormerod (1922: 52-3) 
followed a route further to the east, which he suggested was the 
route taken by Servilius Isauricus; cf. Magie 1950: 1140 n. 18. This 
is probably the same route as that described by Justin Prologue XXXIV 
and Cicero ad. Fam. III 5.4,6-11. Broughton's suggestion (1938: 864) 
that it, was traversible only in summer is probably correct as the 
modern road via Akseki, before its resurfacing programme was com- 
pleted in 1984, was seldom used in the winter months. Ballance 
(1960: 177-8) gives a description of the most direct line from Side 
to Mistea. 
66. Bean and Mitford 1970: 23. 
67. Acts XIII 13-15,51; XIV 6,20-1; XIV 24-6. 
68. Although this may have meant a visit to Side, of which there is no 
mention in the Acts. Berard (1935: 64) favours a route up the cubuk 
Bogazi because Paul must have disembarked at Attaleia where he em- 
barked again. However, this is not such a strong argument if he first 
went to Perge from Attaleia, and thence to Antiocheia. 
69. Ramsay and Hogarth 1890: 136; Levick 1967a: 14. The road by the Aksu/ 
Koca gays was formerly used frequently by nomads. Along the side of 
the Göksu canyon the road was cut out. of the rock, whence it crossed 
the river by an old stone bridge and led to Sütcüler, and on to Egri- 
dir by Adada; Planhol 1958: 25. 
70. Ramsay (e. g. Ramsay and Hogarth 1890: 136) suggests that the name 
Baulo, the former name of Sütcüler, is derived from Paul. 
71. Strabo XII 7.3. 
72. See n. 56 above. 
73. Levick 1967a: 15. 
74. Mitchell 1976: 106ff. 
75. Another possibility, although less likely, is that Seleuceia had 
temporarily lost her city status at the time of this edict, and it 
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was later reinstated by Claudius, hence Claudioseleuceia; Mitchell 
1976: 119. 
76. Sterrett 1888b: 329 no. 459. 
77. Mitchell 1976: 119. 
78. See Appendix s. v. Cormasa. 
79. By implication, Cormasa was supposed-to take over the supervision of 
requisitioned transport outside the territory of Sagalassus. 
80. CIL III 6737 = IGRR III 768 = ILS 215 (T. Claudius Drufus ..... 
vias refecit). 
81. i. e. the plural vias. There are no other published milestones of 
Claudius from Pamphylia. French (1980: 707) notes a total of three 
Claudian milestones in Asia Minor. 
82. Magie 1950: 570-1; Dabrova 1976: 135ff; French 1980: 708-11 and Map 4. 
83. CIL III 312 = ILS 268 (found at Ancyra); CIL III 318 = ILS 263 (found 
between Ancyra and Dorylaeum). 
84. CIL III 6967. For a custom's house of a similar date, MAMA IV 36 
no. 113. For a milestone of Nerva at Degirmen, west of Konya, Bal- 
lance 1960: 182. 
85. For Hadrianic milestones at Yassiören (? ), Büyük Kabaca and Gencali, 
see n. 19 above. Iconium, CIL III 14402,14403. 
86. Magie 1950: 613,619-20,1482 n. 39. 
87. Magie (1950: 677) suggests that Strabo's road-building programme was 
a preliminary to Severus' Parthian campaign of AD 198. 
88. Ramsay 1895/7: 331-2. 
89. For Severan milestones at Gencali. 3 kms. west of Apollonia, 6 miles 
west of Apollonia, and Yariköy, see n. 19 above. ? Parlais, Levick 
1967a: 39. 
90. Inscription found at Akkise, AE 1926 75 (AD 202 - milia restitutaa. 
91. CIL III 6069 (southern highway); CIL III 6956 = 12215 (Kayak); cf. 
Magie 1950: 1576-7 n. 48. 
92. Magie 1950: 719-20. 
93. French 1980: 713, quoting Hogarth and Munro 1893: 715. 
94. Descended from an original of the 4th century, possibly by Castorius; 
1 Miller 1916: xiiiff. 
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95. Peut. Table IX Strecke 102 and 106. 
96. Miller 1916: 728 (Strecke 105). 
. iv ., ý,.. ý, 
97. Peut. Table IX Strecke 104. This is the later equivalent of the o- 
riginal East-West highway as described by Strabo XIV 2.29. For the 
Laodiceia Catacecaumene - Iconium section of this road, Ballance 
1958: 230-1 and nos. 13,14 and 20. 
98. For 4th century. milestones at Gengala, Büyük Kabaca, Yassiören, I1- 
yas, Karakent, Düver and Yenice ciftlik, see n. 19 above. 
99. As witnessed by the Sagalassian inscription, Mitchell 1976: 106ff. 
100. Although tabernae and praetoria existed along the military roads of 
Thrace in Nero's day, CIL III 6123. 
101. Robert 1955: 46-62, for a Bithynian inscription which gives details 
of such a station. 
102. Eg. Polyaenus Strategems in War IV 6,7, Nicetas p. 231ff.; cf. 
Runciman 1954: 188. 
103. Sterrett 1888a: 120; Ramsay 1902/3: 255; Pace 1926 ": 383-93; 
Ormerod 1922: 52-3. 
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CHAPTER V 
v ý, , .. ý ... ý,.. ,, 
1. Homer Iliad VI 184,204. 
2. Herodotus 1173.2, VII 92. 
3. Herodotus 1173.2; Strabo XII 8.5, XIV 3.10. 
4. Strabo XIII 4.16. 
5. Pliny NH V 95. 
6. Strabo XIII 4.17. 
7. HN2 712; Lanckoronski 1890/2 II: 200 nos. 39 and 41,201 no 48,218 
no. 167,219 nos. 173-4. 
8. Lanckoronski 1890/2 II: 51; Magie 1950: 263-4,1136 n. ll, 1136-7 n. 12. 
9. Strabo XIII 4.16, XIV 3.9. 
10. See Hall 1986a: 138-57, espec. 142ff, for a detailed discussion on the 
extent. of the Milyas. 
11. Strabo X1I 7.1, X111 4.17; Pliny NH V 147. 
12. Pliny NH V 94. 
13. For Cabalia and the Cibyrates, see Naour 1980: passim. 
14. Strabo XIII 4.17, XIV 3.9; but see Jones 1971: 410 n. 4. 
15. Pliny NH V 95. 
16. Arrian Anab. 124. 
17. Strabo XIII 4.17. Cf. Bean 1948: 46-56; Bull. ep. 1950 185-97. 
18. \ Ptolemy V 5.6; Berard (1892: 434ff, followed by others) identified 
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see Lanckorofiski 1890/2 II: 185-6; Bean 1970: 13-16; Princeton 
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127. Swoboda 1935: 28 no. 55. 
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44. Plutarch Pompey XXVIII 2, XLV 2; Appian Mith. 116ff.; Strabo 
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48. Dom. XLVIII 6.1,6.11. See MacMullen 1966: 256. 
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Epitomae historiarunl libri (Bonn ed. ) 
New History 
Acta Sanctorum 
Theodosian Code 
Justinianic Code 
Digesta (Libri Pandectarum) 
Ravenna Geography (anonymous) 
Notitia Dignitatum Orientis 
Notitiae Episcopatuum 
Peutinger Table 
Patrologiae Cursus, series Graeca (Migne) 
Scriptores Historiae Augustae 
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